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Introduction
A Look at Outcomes
in the spirit of exploring alternatives and reﬂecting on the pedagogical practices
that it engages, Ankur has always reviewed its work. An Annual Report provides
an occasion to draw a wider section of concerned people into a review. it is
good to start a review from the outcomes, move on to how this was achieved
and then try to understand the lessons to be learnt.
in the process of trying out new tools, in the year 2013-14 Ankur attempted to
systematically study outcomes by doing surveys, gathering data about
children’s performance in school, behaviour at home, the intellectual pursuits
children take up independently and the way they interact with others.
Conversations were held with parents and the practitioners (children and young
people participating regularly in Ankur’s programmes). The results generated
were enlightening.
it emerged that practitioners showinterest in wider reading practices, and seek
print material other than books and magazines – they read newspapers, grafﬁti,
signage, television subtitles, pamphlets, hoardings, shopping packets made
from recycled printed pages. New practitioners from an early stage itself show
a greater interest in reading practices. They take one another’s help to revise
school lessons and read books in the collectives and collaboratively create and
edit their texts. As they settle down into their practice, they seek newer and more
complex themes for their writing practices. Some children practice writing if they
ﬁnd free time during their work hours, for instance if they are on duty in a shop.
They now understand that regular reading, writing and sharing of texts leads to
better concentration, better retention, better attention and better listening.
Practitioners who are girls have especially become less inhibited and less
hesitant, sharing ideas and feelings more freely, even in the collectives that have
both boys and girls. Practitioners have developed greater self-assurance in
relation to the community through increased visibility and public presence,
enacting plays and participating in other creative forums in locality spaces. They
have a heightened awareness of important issues such as child labour, child
rights, right to education etc., that directly affect their daily lives.
The positive changes observed in children and young people, hosted by Ankur
collectives have inﬂuenced their home life and led to the overall reduction of
their working hours at home and outside. Parents speak about the changes in
children as a result of their sustained engagement with the creative practices at
the collective. Parents testify that Ankur practitioners show greater self-esteem
and self-conﬁdence, are more communicative and expressive. They have
stronger aspirations and a stronger sense of personal identity and self-image.
The marked improvement in children’s concentration and focus has led parents
to acknowledge the beneﬁts of creative practice on the minds and habits of
children. Parents make fewer demands on their children in terms of both labour
and domestic chores. Parents and siblings often take over children’s piece-rate
work and household responsibilities so that they can participate more in the
collectives.
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Parents speak about having a better relationship with their children, especially
mothers with daughters, and are granting greater personal freedom to girls; are
beginning to see education as a means to reduce gender bias and socio-cultural
oppression of girls; are becoming open to the idea of higher education for girls
and to the idea of girls who ﬁnish school ﬁnding work outside the home/locality;
are accepting education as vital to children’s lives and valuing it as an
opportunity for children’s overall betterment; are actively supporting their
children’s creative efforts and showing direct afﬁrmation for their creative
achievements; and are supporting their children’s interest in other creative areas:
singing, music, dance, art, crafts, etc. more parents are taking pride in their
children’s success and often share their children’s creative work with extended
family.
Ankur’s creative practices have strongly inﬂuenced children’s relationship with
school, studying habits and attitude towards education. Their interest in school
has grown through being able to integrate school experience with the activities
of the learning collective. Some children who had dropped out of school reenrolled after participating in learning centre and club activities. Children have
less fear of school and attend school more regularly. They are more disciplined
regarding homework, and are more willing to share the school experience with
their parents. Children’s improved literacy and progress in school is giving more
parents, especially those who are semi-literate or illiterate, a sense of
psychological security, i.e., that their children will be able to take better
advantage of opportunities and shape better lives for themselves through
education.

Reflections on Practice
While analysing the reasons behind the outcomes outlined above, the most
important factor identiﬁed was “durational practice”. Ankur has been able to
build a context that has helped create these outcomes. The context has
emerged from various underlying continuities on which new practices are
explored. The continuities in Ankur’s intervention are many and they also
converge. There is continuity in location – all locations have seen Ankur for
nearly a decade now and some for nearly three decades. There is continuity in
seeing the educational intervention as drawing from the locality as a resource
and seeing the community as the ﬁrst audience for the creative works of the
children. There is continuity in the basic premise of a constructivist approach
to education by which facilitators listen to children and invite them to take up
practices that they want and encourage them by welcoming their work and
simultaneously challenging them to exceed past practice.
These continuities provide a secure platform from which practitioners can
explore their many worlds and try out different ways and media to express
themselves. Ankur facilitators strive to always place new themes and new
challenges to practitioners such that conversations in the collectives do not
settle down into a humdrum, monotonous, predictable pattern.
how can we keep practice from becoming a captive of the past, and
degenerate into repeated activity? Reﬂective practice allows us to be conscious
of what we are doing and enables us to constantly explore alternatives. it allows
us to look at context through different angles, with varying ﬁlters and against
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new perspectives. Reﬂective practice allows us to remain rooted in a context and still be
fresh and new in our engagements.
Collaborations to Learn and Share
Ankur has always recognized the necessity to build collaborations with a dual purpose of
learning from others and sharing of learnings gleaned from its own reﬂective practice.
Collaborative practice remains a cornerstone for Ankur’s practice and its interventions.
Ankur has always sought to build collaborative networks with government bodies, nongovernmental organizations, community level associations, politicians, policy makers and
professionals from different ﬁelds.
in the recent years Ankur has sought the help of established authors to enter into
collaborative practice with Ankur practitioners. in the body of this report you will ﬁnd
description of a collaborative engagement of young writers from Ankur with Priyamvad,
writer and editor of hindi literary magazine, Aakar.
Ankur seeks support from relevant government and non-government organisations to
ensure capacity building of the facilitator team. Ankur build linkages with other initiatives
working on child-rights, education, prevention of child labour, child protection, gender
equity and mental health. Ankur builds linkages with schools, teacher training institutes,
departments of social work, educational bodies, child welfare committees and policy
makers etc. Ankur do this through presentations at seminars, participation in meetings
and consultations, by conducting capacity building workshops, by providing resource
inputs, collaborative research or interventions, and networking with campaigns.
The Annual Report 2013-14 shows how Ankur has done this in the past and will take this
forward in the future.

1. Children’s Program
1.1

Learning Collective
6 to 10 years old

READiNg AND WRiTiNg PRACTiCES
Building Vocabulary
Children wrote out new words they learnt, on paper and on slates and read these aloud,
including words from toffee, snack and biscuit packets, and from locality signage observed
daily on the way from home to school and back. They copied words, and also have begun
to write words correctly from memory. They have begun to correctly recognize vowel signs,
and begun joining words into larger units of meaning, as well as begun to write in cursive.
Children discussed the words in story titles and newspaper headlines, and the denotative
and connotative meanings of words, linking these to their own experiences. for instance,
jalan, which signiﬁes ‘a burning sensation’ as well as ‘jealousy’ and ‘angry resentment’:
i was earlier very jealous of my friend Rekha because she used to often bring new
sharpeners and pencils to school but didn’t show them to me. But i am not jealous any
longer. Sahil
my father really resents the contractor and talks against him because the contractor does
not pay him properly. Faisal

Some children wrote their own stories, photocopied them and circulated them among
their peers who kept them carefully. One child’s mother pasted his story on the wall of a
room in the house.
Responses to School Textbook Lessons
materials were taken from the school language textbook Rimjhim, and the children of
Class ii and iii responded to questions derived from the material. for instance, when asked
“What smells attract you and what smells repel you?” in relation to the poem Titli aur kali
(‘Butterﬂy and Bud’):
When i return home from school and smell the matar ke chawal (rice with peas) that my
mother has prepared, i feel hungry and want to eat at once. Sunny
i like the smell of chowmein very much. Every day i ask my father for money so i can eat
chowmein. Amit

To the question “What sorts of smells do you experience at home?” the children
responded: the smell of roti heating, vegetables cooking, incense, garnish frying in oil,
lentils boiling, meat roasting, soap, disinfectant after the ﬂoor is swabbed, tobacco from
father’s lit bidi, grandmother’s betel nut.
To the question “for which activities are you willing to immediately get up even from deep
sleep?” the children responded: to play, to go to the market, to watch cartoons, to eat ice
cream, to visit our grandparents, to go on an outing, to ﬂy kites, if a friend calls, to eat
some longed-for food item, to attend the fair.
To the question “Where do you go while playing?” the children responded: outside the
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lane, to the next block, to the street, to the crossroads, near the school, to the terrace of
the house, to a friend’s house, near mother Dairy (the government milk plant), behind the
water tanker, inside the temple, inside an empty bus, to the shrine of Pir Baba).
Responses to the question “What do you do when you are afraid?”:
A lizard comes into our upper room and i feel scared when i see it. i shout, “mother,
mother!” and run downstairs. Vivek
i am very scared of ghosts. my sister says that at night one can hear the sound of anklets
jingling in the lane. i never go out of the house alone after dark. Preeti

Responses to the question “What do you like in your house?” in relation to the story Bulbul
(a sweet-singing bird/a girl’s name): “the terrace because i ﬂy kites from there”, “the main
door because my father has written my name on it”, “the space beneath the bed raised
on bricks, where i can hide and play”, “Saturdays when father brings us lots of nice things
to eat”, “the kitchen because mother makes delicious food there.”
Responses to the question “Who speaks to you in a raised voice, and why?”: “father,
when i don’t study”, “Sir, in class when the students are noisy”, “my sister, when i don’t
have a bath”, “the neighbour Aunty, when we throw trash outside her door”, “mother,
when i don’t do my household chores”, “mother, when the television volume is too loud”,
“mother, when i don’t get up for school”, “Teacher madam, when we don’t go for prayer
assembly”.
Responses to the question “What takes place around you in winter?” in relation to the
story Sardi Aayi, Sardi Gayi (‘Winter Came, Winter Went’): “people sit in the sun”, “people
wear sweaters”, “women knit sweaters”, “we eat gajar ka halwa (a sweet made from
carrots)”, “the pods of peas are strewn around”, “we feel afraid of cold water”, “we eat
peanuts”, “people sit around ﬁres”, “people eat hot food”, “people start to fall ill”. The
children prepared an exhibition of winter-related clothes, vegetables and other objects
typically associated with the season.
in relation to the story Bantwara (‘Distribution’), children visited the local market, talked in
detail with vegetable vendors about daily transactions and the supply system, bought
items and closely observed the use of iron weights on the traditional weighing scale. They
later made models of the weights and scale and played games about buying and selling.
They discussed the meaning and resonances of the word wazan (‘weight’), saying that
pack animals such as donkeys, camels, oxen and elephants are laden with a lot of weight,
but children did as well:
Our school bags are so full of books and so heavy, sometimes we get so tired carrying
them that we fall down. Shama
i have to carry a heavy load when i bring home water filled from the tanker. Once i fell and
the water got wasted. Gulafshan

The children discussed the meaning of idioms found in stories in the school textbook,
and connected these to personal experience and to locality happenings. for instance, in
relation the idiom jaan bachi to lakhon paye (‘a life saved is many blessings gained’) a
child described how once a rumour spread that a terrorist had entered their school.
hearing the rumour, the students began to cry. Their panicked mothers rushed to the
school, and ﬁnding the children unharmed felt blessed and grateful.
The children wrote stories on a theme from the school textbook, memorised poems from
it and prepared chutkulas (humorous quips/anecdotes) about their school experience.
They shared this material with the community through a programme performed in the
community marriage hall. This event was well appreciated by people in the
neighbourhood.
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Building Narrative Frameworks
Small stories were collected for a workshop on the framing of narrative through more
oblique descriptive processes, such as suggestion and deduction, to build context and
atmosphere. for instance, the children associated different experiences with the word
garmi that can mean both ‘heat’ and ‘summer / hot weather’:
‘The sun beats down on my head’, ‘my father brought home a big pile of jamuns and we
all sat together and ate them’, ‘We four friends sat in the shade of a tree and played
carrom’, ‘When i come home from school i at once have a bath, nothing else cools me
down.’
Augmentation of Narrative
Children were given brief plot synopses and asked to develop these into complete
narratives. for instance: “Jamal wanted to make rotis. he asked his mother for dough.
She gave him a small loi (kneaded bit). he began to roll it out with a rolling pin but could
not make it round. he wondered how to do this. Then he picked up a katori (small round
bowl) and pressed it on the dough to imprint the circular shape.” This was expanded into:
The clattering of utensils woke Jamal. he noticed that his mother was in the kitchen. A
Class v student, Jamal always wanted to try something new. he ran to his mother, tugged
at her dupatta and said, “Ammi, i want to make rotis.” Ammi set the belan (rolling pin) and
chakla (round slab) on the ground for him but said, “first go and bathe, otherwise you will
get late.” Jamal obeyed, bathed, combed his hair, and then again pestered his mother
about whether he could make rotis. She gave in and handed him a small loi. he managed
to roll it out but it stuck to the chakla. he began to sweat with the effort of getting a round
shape. Then he saw a katori lying in front of him. he picked it up and pressed it onto the
dough, imprinting the circle. he jumped up and down happily, saying, “i have learnt to
make rotis!” Seeing his round roti, his mother began to laugh.
Children also developed detailed narratives around questions drawn from plots of stories
in the school textbook, thus connecting abstract concepts to their personal experience.
for instance, in response to “What strategies to you use to get your way?” that relates to
Chand Wali Amma (‘moon-mother’):
father was going to visit my grandmother in our village. i asked him if he would take me
along, but mother said, “No, you are not going.” father said, “if you can get your mother
to agree, i’ll take you with me.” in order to make mother relent, i refused to eat that night.
mother kept pleading, “Sejal, eat something…” but i didn’t listen. The next day i didn’t get
ready for school, i just sat quietly by myself. in the end mother gave in and sent me along
with father to the village. Sejal
grandfather has a very bad temper. Once by mistake i broke his spectacles. he scolded
me very hard and refused to talk to me. i really love grandfather. in order to win him around
i pressed his feet, spread out his bedding for him. grandfather was pleased that i was
trying so hard, and he broke his silence. Kapil

in response to “Who do you usually ﬁght with and who resolves the conﬂict” that relates
to the story Bandar Baat (‘monkey’s Weight’):
i often fight with my brother. my parents are always giving him something new. But he
never shows these things to me. One day i was using his colours to do a drawing, and
when he returned home from playing he snatched them from me. Our mother saw us
fighting and separated us, and scolded both of us. She said to him, “So what if she uses
your colours? After all, she is your little sister!” he received the rebuke and went outside.
Rekha
my seat is right in the front row of class. i can’t see anything going on behind me. Praveen
deliberately provokes me and tells me to sit further back. he takes my bag and places it
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in some other row. Whenever he comes into class he says, “Again you are sitting here?
This is my seat!” One day as soon as he said this i grabbed his hair. Sir came and made a
decision. Now Praveen and i sit in front on alternate days. Rajesh

in response to “Say something about a special friend” that relates to the story Dost ke
Poshak (‘A friend’s Clothes’):
my friend’s name is Shikha and she is 10 years old. her father sells juice and her mother
stays at home. She has two brothers. The older brother is 12 and the younger is 5 years
old. Shikha makes lovely drawings. She is not afraid of the dark. She is always moving
around. She and i eat our food together. Anita
my friend is koel. She goes to school every day. her father lives elsewhere, he does
stitching and tailoring in Lakshmi Nagar. her mother makes piece-rate clothes at home.
her brother is 6 years old and her sister is one year old. koel has to do the household
work. She is not able to read properly, but she is able to write by copying script from the
page. Iqra

in response to “What happens when it ﬂoods in the rainy season?” that relates to the story
Nav Banao, Nav Banao (‘Build a Boat, Build a Boat’)”
Our house is not pucca. it is below the level of the road, so water often enters our house.
if it happens at night we aren’t able to sleep, we keep clearing the water out of the house.
We tie our clothesline quite high, for the same reason. Our boxes are set on bricks. Suhail
When it rains hard, the potholes in the road can’t be seen. One day i was cycling with
manatsha through the flooded lane and we fell. We both got soaked with dirty water and
i cut my knees. But manatsha was not hurt. Roshni

in response to “What kind of things make you nervous, and why?” that relates to the story
Ek Ma ki Bebasi (‘A mother’s helplessness’)
Long bus journeys make me feel like vomiting. When i do travel by bus i always sit next to
the window. if there is no seat by the window i feel very nervous. Anshu
i feel nervous when Pavan Sir approaches. his anger is very intense. When he comes into
the class all the students at once become silent. As soon as someone says Pavan Sir is
coming, i sit quietly at my desk. Sunny

The children also became familiarised with personiﬁcation as a narrative device. for
instance, in response to “imagine you left your tennis ball in a scooter going through the
city – what would the ball see and think?” that relates to the story Kirmich ki Gend (‘Canvas
Ball’):
The ball really enjoyed roaming through the city in the scooter, looking at the buses, the
trees, the children. it thought, “if only this trip could carry on…!” it was bouncing up and
down according to the scooter’s speed. Suman
my ball must have been really sad upon finding itself fallen into the scooter. it must have
thought, “Shaheed’s tender hands must be searching for me. he must be so upset.” The
ball must not be enjoying anything about the city. it must be thinking, “if Shaheed was with
me, he would be bouncing me up and i would be fall cool and relaxed within his tender
hands.” Shaheed

in response to “What did mother and the cloud talk about?” that relates to the story Ammi
aur Badal (‘mother and Cloud’), personiﬁcation took the form of a dialogue:
Cloud: Tell me, mother, how are you?
mother: All day long you harass me. i am very angry.
Cloud: mother, you’re travelling through the sky with me, how do you like it?
mother: i am afraid. But i’ll reach the ground one way or the other.
Cloud: how will you descend? i have caught hold of your broom. Only if i let you go will
you be able to reach the ground.
mother: When you start to rain i’ll flow down with the water drops. Let go of my broom
otherwise i’ll use it to thrash you.
Cloud: if you pull the broom out of my grasp, you will fall.
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mother: i’ll complain to the moon that you are really tormenting me.
Cloud: mother, the moon is afraid of me because i can cover him up! When i do so, he
screams and i really enjoy hearing him scream.
mother: you harass everyone! Just wait, i’ll complain to the sun about you.
Cloud: mother, i can cover up the sun too! Now what can you say?
mother: Let me go, Cloud, my dear, good Cloud, i want to go home. Anshu

Description of Technique and Process
in the context of a discussion about the story Kyonjimal aur Kaisliya that features a ﬂour
mill, the children brought the discussion round to roti-making. They decided to visit a local
aate ki chakki (small shop where grains are mechanically milled into ﬂour) with the following
questions: At what time does the chakki open in the mornings? What grains are milled in
the chakki? What machine is used to do the milling? how many hours can the machine
run continuously? When and for how long is the machine rested? from which blocks of
the colony do people bring their grain to be milled at the chakki? if the chakki were to stop
working, what problems would people face? The children had a discussion with kishori
ji, the woman who runs the chakki, and wrote texts describing the atmosphere, sounds
and presences in the chakki on the day of the visit. An excerpt:
The chakki is in a narrow lane which has rubble and potholes and often fills with soapy
wash water from the houses. Everyone calls it the ‘library lane’. The woman who runs the
chakki is about 35-40 years, small and thin, wearing colourful bangles on her arms. She
sits winnowing amid plastic packets spread around her to catch any stray fallen grain. A
white-haired old woman of about 60-65 years, wearing a sari, is sitting outside the shop
and talking to the woman inside. The smell of spices coming from the interior of the shop
has mingled with the smell of wheat… Nandini

Such activities enabled children to connect lessons from the school textbook to their own
environment, develop habits of close observation, and understand the role and value of
details within narrative.
They also practiced writing synopses of stories, and explaining stories via illustrations
only. Children 8-10 years old wrote texts on themes common to their lives, compiled these
into a reading sheet and shared it with their peers from the locality. Children selected
poems from their school language textbook Rimjhim and transcribed these into prose.
They also composed their own poems.
Based on the textbook story Papa Jab Bachche The (‘When father Was a Child’), in which
the protagonist changes his aspirations repeatedly since he enjoys everything he does,
an activity was created in which children asked their parents about the parents’ childhood
dreams, what they had wanted to become, what professions they had wanted to pursue,
and what they had to give up in this regard. for instance, Neha’s mother had wanted to
be a painter, Anita’s mother had wanted to be an air hostess, Sagar’s father had wanted
to join the army, Suman’s mother had wanted to be a table-tennis player. Children then
collected information about these professions, the basic eligibility criteria, qualiﬁcations,
scope and area of work, etc. They prepared an enactment of their parents’ aspirations
and performed it in the park. it was much appreciated by the community.
Children collected accounts from newspapers and wrote stories based on those, or based
on individuals from their own neighbourhood, or on imaginary encounters, and read these
out, including kashi’s The Goat Champa, Bushra’s The Hen and Alisha’s Friendship
between Tomato and Carrot. Children then wrote stories that could be illustrated, drawing
upon observation, listening and also looking at the mirror. They analyzed a narrative in a
picture storybook, discussing character, plot, time schemes, image, etc., understanding
that all these have to be kept in mind while writing. Discussing a story titled The Injured
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Crow, each child recalled a wounded bird or animal they had encountered or known, and
then wrote out a small story and illustrated it. for instance:
Chandu Became a Bird
While listening to his mother telling him a story, Chandu fell asleep and started flying like
a bird. he came to a garden and met a butterfly who asked him, “how does it feel?” he
replied, “i am flying! i am so happy…”
Three Little Chicks
A bird had three children – Chintu, Bintu and Pintu, who were very hungry. The bird flew
far and wide in search of food. Suddenly she saw a hunter and fled for her life, losing her
way. Soon she saw her neighbour who was also foraging. Together they picked up some
food from a house, ate a little themselves and took the food for the children…

These small stories were made into booklets and read aloud. Similar stories about animals
and birds evolved in other workshops: the rat with seven tails; the bear who plays with a
tiger cub; the clever mouse who tricks shopkeepers and the king by dressing himself up
as an emperor, etc.
Realism was introduced as a contrast to fables, and the children were asked to
write a description of any sight in their lane or neighbourhood that stayed in their
minds for a long time.
The Aunty who irons for a living has set up her table right up against one corner of Park
No. 6. She comes there at 6 o’clock each morning and spends all day ironing everyone’s
clothes. After returning home she gets busy finishing housework. A dog has had puppies
under the long ironing table. They are of different colours – black, white, brown, pale yellow.
Often when my father sends me to Aunty with clothes to be ironed, i stay back and play
with the puppies. Due to that i get late going home. Karan
in my lane the Uncle who is a tailor works all day long. he doesn’t stop for a moment, nor
takes an afternoon nap. his shop is without a door. he and his entire family sleep there.
his daughter Sona is my friend and we are close. Uncle makes very fine clothes. When
festivals come around he stays up working late into the night. Nandini

This exercise helped children to track their own processes of observation and deduction
in relation to context, and to become aware that the larger sociological narrative can be
entered through small or tangential details.
Interpersonal Learning Strategies
Through the triad of school, tuition and home, children are trained in only one way of
learning, through rote / repetition / memorization. This is internalized and passed on to
younger siblings who are moulded in the same mechanical way. Children learn the Urdu
alphabet from a qaida (primer) and never forget the speciﬁc word associated with the
vowels and consonants. for instance, the short ‘a’ is always illustrated through the word
anar (pomegranate), the long ‘a’ through the word aam (mango), etc.
An activity was created to try and dismantle the habit of rote association and to introduce
children to the idea of learning the same material through a different methodology. A small
cushion was brought in and each child in turn threw it towards another, saying a letter
aloud; the recipient had to name an object from his/her home beginning with that letter
while catching the cushion, then say another letter while throwing the cushion towards
someone else, who responded similarly. for instance, a child responded with the word
kapda (cloth) to the consonant ‘k’. in this way the children practiced reciting the entire
alphabet through referring to their own contexts, without any reference to the qaida.
This game enabled the children to enjoy themselves while exercising their powers of
recollection and association, and to develop a new cognitive relationship to the familiar
heuristic of the qaida.
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An exercise was devised to try and improve the children’s associative capacities through
an alternative method. The letters from the Urdu qaida were written out on large pieces of
paper and pasted, widely spaced out, on the wall of the learning centre. Entering the room,
the children observed, “The wall is the same but it is also different due to the letters, it
looks very nice. Does this mean that the wall is now our qaida – how should we respond
to it?”
Each child was asked to pick a letter from the wall-qaida, and rather than repeat the
standard associated word from the book-qaida – for instance, short ‘a’ for anar
(pomegranate), long ‘a’ for aam (mango), short ‘e’ for imli (tamarind), long ‘e’ for eekh
(sugar cane) etc., that children recite by rote in class – the child was asked to think of an
object word beginning with that letter, i.e., think completely outside the frame of the qaida.
Each child then composed a small poem around that word. Those who could write well
helped their peers. The poems were then pasted above, below or to the right and left of
the relevant letter on the wall-qaida. Children who did not have a grasp of the book-qaida
and normally hesitated to speak up responded enthusiastically to the wall-qaida and
participated freely.
The children wrote out their poems with precision and care and signed them, experiencing
the pride of authorship. They began to memorize each other’s poems and called their
families and friends to see the display, which inspired in other children the wish to create
similarly, signed original compositions. Through this writing practice, children understood
the qaida not as a customary format for ﬁxed reiterative learning but as a dynamic source
of multiple meanings.
Recollection and Writing
Children have begun to slowly enter the world of writing with greater ease. With the
increase in self-conﬁdence and conﬁdence in their growing textual skills, they are eager
to repeat writing practices that they enjoy, and have retained their curiosity about the
process. A practice was created involving writing based on recollection, and the children
were assigned to write freely about the previous day – recall and describe a scene, an
event, an anecdote, the entire day, a speciﬁc part of the day, list the major actions of the
day, whatever was noteworthy about the day, etc.
The children met again to discuss their texts. The activity enabled them to become aware
of narrative techniques: ﬂeshing out bare outlines with details; synopsis and summary;
building a whole from a fragment; using different reference points, such as objects, to
create a logical sequence. The exercise also sensitized the children to the structure of
more abstract cognitive processes, such as reiteration, forgetting, distortion and censoring
of thought.
Spatial Observation and Inscription
A writing practice aimed at helping children to refer to non-textual sources while creating
narrative began with a meeting at the learning centre to list local spaces, sites and
landmarks that were meaningful to them, or beloved and popular with the community.
The children usually spent free time around or in those places and when people wanted
to ﬁnd them they usually sought them out there – the Sai Baba temple, sweets shop,
church, water tank, in the locality park, wrestling ground, dairy, and so on.
The children drew a map connecting the locations and marked out routes to and from
those places. They then went on a locality walk following the map. They observed the
different environs, took detailed notes and also concentrated on mentally mapping the
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ongoing sounds at those places. Each child then chose a place on the map – not their
own preferred and familiar place, but the favourite site of another practitioner of the group
– and sat there for some time, documenting the surroundings and his / her personal
impressions and experience of being an observer.
These observations were shaped into texts and later shared in a group session at the
centre. This informal exercise in cartography created a sense of fellowship, connection
and inclusion, and helped the participants to better understand each other’s modes of
perception.
Listening Recall and Description
in a sensitization exercise, children were asked to close their eyes and concentrate for
some time on sounds in their environment, recall those sounds and write out the auditory
experience. They then observed the environment visually and wrote a description of it. in
a discussion following the practice, they discussed the way perception was transformed
through this mode of sensory deprivation, and compared the mental process of creating
sound-based texts with the process of creating texts based on visual observation.
Theme-based Discussions
Children were given partial sentences and suggestions and were asked to speak and write
on different themes in relation to local contexts. for instance, given the statement “if i
were a bird…” elicited responses such as “i could sit on the school terrace or make a
nest in a tree”; “i could drink from the river”; “i could be free in the sky and ﬁght with the
eagle”. The question “from where do we hear bells?” elicited responses such as “from
the telephone”, “from the school”, “in the temple”, “from the bicycle”, “from hawkers
selling jaljeera or ice-candy or papad”, “from the necks of camels”.
A discussion on the subject of mela (fair), children described the general scene of throngs
of people, the many things and toys and eatables for sale, and the pleasure of just
wandering around. They compared mela crowds to the nature of other gatherings, for
instance at a cinema, and wrote about crowds observed at wholesale livestock and
vegetable markets, kite-ﬂying melas, and particularly melas on large religious festivals
such as Eid, Dussehra and Diwali.
The collective exploration of themes opened up a wide area of discussion and sometimes
led to other activities initiated by the children themselves. for instance, the subject “Parks
and flowers” led to the idea that open spaces to play in, with plants and ﬂowers, are
disappearing in the city, and hence many people now do not know the names of common
ﬂowers. The little knowledge available comes from plant and ﬂower sellers. Shivani wanted
to make a ﬁle of ﬂowers and visited all the parks, but could not ﬁnd a single ﬂower. Several
children went with her to the ﬂower market in the nearby colony. Learning from a ﬂower
vendor that each ﬂower cost between Rs 10-20, they were crestfallen; but when the
vendor was told they wanted some for a ﬁle he willingly let them take what they wanted
from a basket of dried ﬂowers.
The children then decided that one day soon they must visit the renowned mughal
gardens at Rashtrapati Bhavan in winter when hundreds of ﬂowers were in full bloom.
This was an exciting trip for the children who later documented it and listed the names of
all the ﬂowers they had seen at the home of the President of india.
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Reworking Stories into Scripts/Performance
The children collectively transformed stories into plays and performed these in different
sections of the colony. They were excited at this mode of reworking narrative into script,
and also excited at the idea of their own writings becoming public in this way. Three stories
were reworked into plays and the children gave seven performances, often making up
impromptu dialogues to enhance their roles. The plays were much appreciated by the
community, and seeing their children perform with conﬁdence was a source of pride for
parents.
Collective Narration of Context
The annual Dashehra mela, held in the grounds of virat Cinema was chosen as a site for
a practice that combined the activities of listening, reading, speaking and writing and
consolidated these into a narrative account of the fair. Practitioners of the collective were
asked to move about the fair, document and describe the sounds, read the signage
(boards, banners, advertisements), informally interview workers at the fair, log the events,
and take photographs.
These activities helped the children to overcome inhibitions (for instance, approaching
workers to interview them with questions such as Where are you from? What work do you
do here? Since when have you been working here? etc.) and to gain self-conﬁdence
through initiating dialogue for the purpose of gathering information. Documenting sounds
was a challenge because of the noisy environment, but the children enjoyed it as a new
kind of articulation arising from a new kind of perception. They also enjoyed the experience
of deciphering signage all over the fair, helping one another. Those children who read with
difﬁculty began to be able to combine letters into words, i.e., infuse isolated abstract
signiﬁers with ‘meaning’.
Computing through Craft
Children made gullaks (clay piggy banks) from clay, cardboard, old boxes and wood
pieces, helping each other and exchanging the gullaks as gifts. While working they shared
their personal associations with the objects. They raised the question, “Where did people
store money in earlier times?” and asked their parents where money was stored in the
house: polythene packets, old tins, grain canisters, bundles, the inner pockets of
undershirts, etc. One child said that he had collected a lot of money in his gullak at home
and was able to contribute when his mother bought him an old cycle. While making the
gullaks, the children played games involving simple arithmetic, addition and subtraction.
many children can now correctly write out numerals in sequence from 100-500.
Another craft activity involved making clock faces from discarded material, and exploring
the concept of time through the game of seeing how many words could be written within
a ﬁxed time, and discussing what it meant to ﬁnish work within an allotted time. in the
course of this activity, several children learnt to tell the time correctly. One child’s
grandmother was so pleased by this that she bought him a watch, and this inspired other
parents to do the same. Now quite a few children are able to easily read the correct time
and practice this among themselves.
Two children built a model based on the concept of time that they shared with their class
teacher, who was so impressed that he had the model placed in the school as an example
of creative work.
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OUTREACh ACTiviTiES
World building workshop

This three-day workshop was held during school vacations involving other children of the
community, who are not practitioners of the collective. it had been observed that when
children were asked to write answers to questions from Rimjhim, many were unable to
do so. The purpose of this workshop was to sensitize children to the basic units of
individual words, and associated combinatory processes.
Consonants were written out on coloured cards and spread across the room; vowels were
written out on coloured cards and distributed in corners. Some words were taken from
newspaper cuttings and put up on the wall. The children were assigned different words
and had to move around the room ﬁnding the required vowels and consonants to put
together. This was a very enjoyable exercise for the children and they took one another’s
help when needed. many words were completed in this way, and the children then on a
wall spontaneously wrote out familiar words that they heard in daily usage around them.
Apart from helping the children to spell correctly through grasping the internal relationship
between vowels and consonants, this activity helped the children to enunciate better
through their becoming conscious of phonetic logic and the sound of words while
repeatedly saying them out loud. They were able to include these words in their own later
writing, and use a single word to derive others that had the same root, thus expanding
their vocabulary in an organic way.
Hindi Documentary Malegaon ka Superman

Children saw the hindi documentary ﬁlm Malegaon ka Superman which “revolves around
the passion which residents of malegaon, a small town in maharashtra, india have for ﬁlm
making. The town is fraught with communal tensions, poverty and hardship. To escape
all this, the residents of malegaon take to making spoofs on Bollywood movies.” The
documentary
is
thus
a
meta-textual
mirroring
of
their
creativity.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supermen_of_malegaon)
in the discussion that followed, children discussed why particular scenes were memorable
(“when Superman ﬂies”; “when the villain appears and declares, i like filth”; “when
Superman’s father sets him aﬂoat on the river on an old tyre, saying Go to Malegaon”,
etc). malegaon’s Superman was then compared to mythological / animated television
supermen such as Ninja hathaura, Bal hanuman, Balvir, Batman, Chota Bhim, Spiderman,
Doremon, Power Rangers, etc. The activity helped the children to follow a narrative and
analyze it with conﬁdence, make personal, i.e., ‘real’ associations with ﬁctional characters,
recall speciﬁc images and sequences of images, identify elements of plot and the ways
in which characters are developed to ﬁt story frameworks, etc.
Open Reading Corner

Children from the learning collective strung ropes between two walls and attached little
books of stories, inviting passers-by to ﬂip through them. many locality children took the
chance to browse. Some returned repeatedly to enjoy the books and later became
practitioners of the Learning Collective.
Stories and poems from Rimjhim, the school language textbook, were selected and
discussed in terms of language, character, plot, dialogue style, time, etc. Children were
asked to link the main themes of speciﬁc stories with their personal or family history. for
instance:
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my father does not live here, he lives in our village. When he was young his father used to
take him to work in the fields, so when he grew up he became a farmer. he began to enjoy
the work and didn’t pay attention to studies, so failed his Class x exam. But he keeps
telling me that i must study hard and get ahead in life. Aryan
When i was six years old i went to muzaffarnagar with my mother and father. Our village
is in that area. One evening it began raining and carried on raining till the next afternoon.
i was standing in the doorway with my sister watching the water that had risen high and
was flowing swiftly through our flooded lane. We saw a blue slipper floating past. Someone
was shouting from a distance,” grab my slipper, grab my slipper!” When we realized it was
the temple priest, we both leapt into the water in pursuit of his slipper. Manish

Children discussed their responses to metaphorical language that can expand as well as
compress meaning. They also discussed economy of language, for instance through an
exercise asking them to describe within three words what kind of room they would like to
study in.
Bioscope

Children associated with the learning centre as well as from the locality chose stories from
Rimjhim, the school language textbook, and based on these stories created illustrated
retellings that were then framed into a narrative. This collective production was mounted
on a roll and projected via a bioscope as well as in locality schools. Through this very
popular activity children who participated in the production were able to view the
textbook’s stories from a different perspective, recall the plot and read with greater
accuracy, and explore the relationship between language and image.
All the children showed immediate motivation to write and were eager that their versions
should be shown via the bioscope. Residents who viewed the narrative discussed it with
the children. The activity provided parents with the chance to directly witness and
appreciate their children’s creativity. Ankur facilitators are preparing to take the bioscope
to other parts of the colony and to more locality schools.
Collaborative Celebrations
in August the children celebrated the festival of Eid and independence Day together. One
child’s birthday happened to fall on Eid, so it was also a party where children together
cooked and ate the traditional sweet dish of siwaiaan. They also presented through
puppets the hindi writer Premchand’s famous story Eidgah in which hamid, a poor boy
who has a few coins to spend at the Eid fair, does not treat himself to anything but instead
buys a pair of tongs for his grandmother so that she doesn’t burn her hands while cooking
rotis.
The children helped each other to make kites to ﬂy on 15 August, as is the custom. The
kites took fanciful shapes – jokers, dragons with long tails, some kites were decorated
with sequins, etc. The children then ﬂew kites in the park, ﬂying each other’s kites and
having ‘kite ﬁghts’, i.e., trying to cut each other’s string. girls also enthusiastically
participated in the kite-ﬂying, an activity normally associated with boys. Later the children
decorated the learning centre with their kites.
in another community the practitioners of the collective performed the play Towards
Independence from Rimjhim, their school language textbook. in the play, gandhiji and a
small child named Dhani discuss going on a journey. The children themselves chose Bushra
for the role of gandhiji, declaring only she would be able to enact it. The assigned actors
took a few days to memorize their lines. The textbook’s material suddenly became alive
for the children, and everyone wanted to be in the cast. Residents of the lane where the
performance took place made seating arrangements through bringing out chairs, charpais,
etc. from their homes. The play was much appreciated, especially by locality children.
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1.2 Club
10 to 14 years old
WRiTiNg ThE LOCALiTy
Documentation of Locality Professions

Club practitioners met and interviewed people plying different trades in the locality, with
the objective of learning in depth about their skills and lives. The activity was conducted
through a month-long workshop. The ﬁrst week focused on reading texts on the theme,
collected from newspapers, magazines and books. in the second week practitioners visited
/ interviewed people at their locality worksites – a barber, a mechanic, a factory worker,
Banjara utensil makers, etc. in the third week, observations and conversations from these
visits were written out as essays and shared with parents and the community through being
read out over loudspeakers on a day designated as ‘Community Reading Day’. Excerpts:
A waiter is not just someone associated with parties and marriages. his sense of
responsibility increases when he dresses in his uniform. he has to become courteous. he
not only has to make portions of food, he has to serve dishes in style. he develops
friendships with people he serves and begins to share stories. Through his work he has
learnt about different types of cuisine. Through serving at wedding celebrations of different
religions he has learnt about their customs and rituals. When people are happy with him,
he gets tips. Abhishek and Deepa
manshicharan initially tried to earn his living through different means, like selling balloons,
plying a cycle-rickshaw, etc. he came to realize that it was better to stay with one type of
work. he learnt to repair pressure cookers, and his son also learnt this from him. Though
the police have destroyed his little shop many several times, he always returns and starts
all over again. he earns enough to feed his family. Vivek

in the fourth week children discussed their writings and the overall experience, identifying
many aspects that could be explored and developed further. They also saw ﬁlms on the
theme.
The intervention is an ongoing project, focusing on this question: What do people who
provide essential services and supply goods in the locality, thus easing our daily lives and
intimately connected to and inhabiting a vital place in our daily awareness, think about
their work and struggles? After a discussion to clarify the scope of this inquiry,
practitioners prepared an extended list of people to interview in relation to their work
practices, and gathered the information through one-on-one dialogue. Samples of
interview questions:
Cobbler
-- how do you revive footwear so broken that to other people it seems only worth throwing
away?
-- When you look at an item, are you able to estimate how long it has been in use and how
much longer it will last?
-- if someone brings a new item for mending and demands that your work should keep it
looking new, how do you mend it?
-- When you make new items, in order to compete with factory-made footwear, do you
visualize a unique design and use a special technique?
-- Styles change and ready-made footwear is increasingly used and discarded – how do
you confront these challenges with your traditional skills?
-- if you were to invent a completely new type of footwear, what would it be like and who
would you like to see first wearing it?
Suitcase Mender
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-- Do you plan your daily route, the areas you will visit?
-- When does a traveller make his suitcase / luggage a seat for himself?
-- Does your work also prove useful for someone who is running away from home?
Locksmith
-- how do people perceive you?
-- When people have safes and cupboards opened by you, what kinds of expressions do
you see on their faces?
-- has anyone ever asked you to open the lock of a house that is obviously not their own?
how did you handle that situation?
Tattoo Artist
-- Are you able to correctly gauge the amount of pain your customers undergo?
-- how do you match skin tone with appropriate colours/
-- how do people identify you as a tattoo artist?
-- in your experience, how do people view something that is permanently inscribed on the
body?
Dari Maker
-- Where and when did this profession begin?
-- What kinds of old cloth do you use for mats, for rugs?
-- in which kinds of settlements do you get a lot of work?
-- your customers don’t know your shop or house address and you don’t disclose these.
how is it that people have faith that you will bring them the item, within the stipulated time,
when they have no way of tracking you down?
-- Do you set out each day with a sense of how many miles you will cover?
Dosa Vendor
-- Which communities enjoy your products the most?
-- Do you keep customer preferences in mind while cooking the items?
-- have you ever cooked dosa for your family? When and on what occasion?
-- When people praise your food, what steps do you take to uphold the quality?
-- how do you prepare good-quality products within a limited budget?
Golgappa Vendor
-- how do you arrange items on plates according to customers’ tastes?
-- how do you assess the quantity of ingredients you will need in a day?
-- how many hours a day do you spend selling your products?
Peanut Vendor
-- What do you do with your unsold stock when the season ends?
-- At what particular sites do you sit?
-- What do you keep in mind when you go to buy stock wholesale?
Matka-kulfi Vendor
-- People say that kulfi “cools one off” – have you actually seen an angry person calm
down after eating your products?
-- Who prefers kulfi more – children or adults?
-- What is it about kulfi that so strongly attracts people?
-- All vendors have their own identity and way of calling out when they are making their
rounds, to announce their presence. What is your particular call and why did you choose
this?

Documentation of Locality Transformations
A group of ten club practitioners recorded the changes occurring in the physical space of
the locality. Some are government-executed, ‘maintenance and development’ like the
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ﬁlling of potholes, cementing of degraded surfaces, cleaning of drains, installing of
electricity poles, etc. There are changes in locality routines, such as new timings of school
shifts, issuing of Adhaar cards and so on. The opening of a new shop, building of a new
house, welcoming of a new bride also signify material changes and mobility in locality life.
in their discussions of the different kinds of locality transformation, practitioners noted
that many changes are connected to the nature of urbanization itself, through cause-andeffect relationships. Some of these changes create new problems people struggle to
adjust to them; some changes provoke people to look outside their homes; some changes
make people seek other social groups, for sharing and in the hope of betterment.
Some changes have affected people adversely. for instance, lanes leading off the main
road have been lowered and roadside vendors of daily goods ﬁnd it difﬁcult to negotiate
the gradient with their handcarts. These vendors move elsewhere and people then have
to spend money on rickshaws or bus trips to buy vegetables. Sick and old people also
ﬁnd it difﬁcult to climb up to the main road. municipal control of the space of the main
road through the logic of maintenance has displaced small shops and disrupted many
livelihoods. When municipal staff cleans locality drains they leave the excavated ﬁlth lying
on the edge of the road for days.
Any hint of government plans for changes in the residential area makes people very
uneasy. Their biggest fear is forced displacement. for instance, for some reason surveys
were recently taken in indira Camp and people there had to collect and deposit relevant
identity and residence documents with the municipality. People had to take leave from
work to do this, and the general nervousness is quite overpowering. Some governmentimplemented changes are beneﬁcial, or at least not harmful. for instance, the building of
a new water tank, and the segregation of boys and girls in one of the locality schools, a
demand made by parents.
Recording Urban Mobility
A group of club practitioners engaged in conversations with locality residents about the
experience of moving around in the city via public transport, and compiled these accounts.
Excerpts:
in my early days here i was very nervous while travelling in buses. in those days the buses
were much fewer. i worked in a factory. One day i had to wait for quite a while to get a bus
and then it got stuck in a traffic jam. i was late for work. The factory owner rebuked me
very harshly. i was about to cry. Later i left that job. giving up a job is not easy. i used to
think, “if only there had not been a traffic jam that day…” Sushila
i was travelling in the metro the other day. An elderly woman with a younger companion
boarded the train. After recovering her breath the older lady looked around intently and
remarked, “What sort of train is this, there is no sound, no one to announce when my
destination comes!” The young woman replied that a voice would announce the names of
the stations. The old woman exclaimed, with her fingers on her lips, “What is this, there is
no person announcing yet there is a voice! from whom will the voice come?” hearing this,
some passengers were quite amused. When people are not familiar with such modernity,
they have a great sense of wonder. Sunita

While obvious on the surface, this intervention also directed children towards awareness
of subtler psychological connections, such as the perception of the relationship between
stillness and movement, departure and return, known and unknown, etc.
Documentation of ‘Missing Environments’
Practitioners discussed how in their homes parents and grandparents, while talking of
earlier times, recalled many things that were part of their daily lives but were today no
longer seen. These kinds of ‘missing mahaul’ (environment) were now absent from the
‘cultural inheritance’ the older generation had wanted to bestow upon their descendants.
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Practitioners ﬁrst discussed the subject in small groups and made a list of what had thus
vanished from their own lives, in contrast to being visible in the locality a decade earlier
ago – sights, sounds, presences that were regular features, such as street entertainers
(performing monkey and bear, magician, snake charmer, acrobat).
They then interviewed family and community elders about these vanished elements and
also about what cultural forms (music, dance, songs) and objects they would like to leave
as a legacy to their children. Parents and elders recalled bioscopes; itinerant entertainers
who projected movies on sheets or walls; objects like the swings of Sawan, the nights of
Phalgun, associated with seasonal celebrations; folk theatre; popular games like pitthoo,
kabaddi, etc. Another ‘missing’ feature was the shared spaces once regularly used by
locality women for socialization – the community oven, the ﬂour mill, religious spaces such
as temples, religious practices such as poojas and kirtans, bathing in the river on
auspicious days, etc. Also now ‘missing’ were door-to-door peddlers of domestic goods,
milkmen with their metal canisters, pavement astrologers who made predictions through
a parrot, pigeon ﬁghts, cock ﬁghts, engravers of brass vessels, etc.
Club practitioners presented more elusive and subtle aspects of individual and
social/community relationships in texts presented in their own voices or in the voices of
others, combining layered utterance with realistic description. This writing practice was
titled “The Search for the missing Person”. Excerpts:
She is not to be seen even taking a few minutes to relax with anyone in the neighbourhood.
She is so busy all the time that she has no time for casual conversation. She gets up at 5
a.m. before everyone else, and begins her day. This is her unchanging routine. She does
all the household cooking and then leaves for her work. She is young, and despite her
tough schedule there are no wrinkles on her face or dark circles under her eyes, no lines
of anxiety can be seen on her face… vibha
in my locality there is an elderly man, maybe 65 years old. But the way he moves around
so quickly and easily, he seems as active as a young person. he has small eyes behind
large round spectacles, a small nose and withered lips, and wrinkles etched deeply in his
face. i always know when he goes to the park at 5 a.m. because he coughs and coughs,
very loudly. People in nearby homes get irritated and say, “This ‘grandfather’ has no
consideration for us, we work all day and fall exhausted into bed only at 10 p.m., and now
his wretched coughing disturbs our rest.” ‘grandfather’ always finishes his work no matter
how late it gets, and he is up by a fixed time early in the morning, summer or winter. Other
old people in the neighbourhood have slowed down with time, but he has not. he speaks
in the dialect of his village but everyone understands him. he is very friendly with everyone,
and maybe this is what gives him a special quality… Deepa

Documenting Locality Art
Club practitioners observed, photographed, discussed and wrote about different forms
of artistic expression in the daily lives of locality people. There is innovation, aesthetic
beauty and originality in the way they decorate their homes and courtyards, in how they
apply mehendi on hands and feet, how they create cartoons and how they use scrap
material to make decorative objects, etc.
One person interviewed by the children summed up the residents’ general view: “Art has
nothing to do with age. it is linked to the desire and curiosity to create something special,
something new. it can be a specialized hobby or be integrated into daily living.”
A resident said that though the courtyard of her house was right on the edge of the road,
she derived great pleasure cleaning it each day with cow-dung in the traditional way, and
then making designs on the threshold and courtyard. “i try to add something new every
time i make a design. People gather around my house to see this.” A mother-and-daughter
team painted colourful designs on the outer wall of their house. “Each time we want to
make something new we draw designs on paper ﬁrst. The one that we like best we paint
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on the wall.” One person said she loved to make things that reminded her of her childhood.
“i collect odds and ends and make pretty items out of them. i want people to appreciate
what i make, and i enjoy sharing my techniques if anyone wants to hear about them.”
People created art from recyclable objects such as glass bottles that can be painted upon,
and also learnt from traditional craftspeople such as basket weavers in the locality. Several
people have found a vocation in painting for others, for instance to decorate a shop or
artistically demarcate its sections so that it is easier to locate items.
The term ‘art gallery’ emerged when club practitioners discussed their encounter with
locality art and its documentation through their photographs and texts. They felt it was a
good idea to invite locality ‘artists’ to ‘exhibit’ in the lanes of their neighbourhoods.
in order to deepen the club practitioners’ interest in reading, and orient them in greater
depth towards different kinds of narrative formats, they were encouraged to participate
in book selection. The content ranged from anthologies of small stories to stories about
magic, folktales, adventure, humour, detective stories, mythology, tales in the form of
letters, travelogues, etc. The ﬁnal selection of books was done by the children themselves.
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1.3 Library
10 to 14 years old
READiNg PRACTiCES
New practitioners joined the library and beneﬁted from the interaction with and reading
practices of earlier practitioners. Some new practitioners enjoyed reading so much that
they overtook older practitioners in terms of how many books they read. Shankar, 10, is
an exceptional and intense reader who has read several dozen books. By the time he
ﬁnishes the book he knows every detail of the plot and every nuance of the characters,
and also re-practitioners the author and publisher. he challenges his peers to read more
and compete with each other in reading more. his textual retention and proﬁciency
became apparent when he was asked to read in his tuition class, and the teacher asked
him how he had learnt to read in such depth and detail. he told the class about the library,
after which children from there also became practitioners.
Children selected words from book titles and on chart paper created a ‘word-web’ through
free-association, connecting the words to their forms in familiar speech, encountered in
daily ordinary conversation. for instance, the book title Achha School (‘good School’)
evoked the word soch (‘thought’) to which some responses were: ‘he became crazed from
thinking so hard’, ‘what is there to be gained from thinking so much about it?’, ‘one should
think about and understand tasks before beginning them’, ‘one should marry only after
giving it very serious thought’, ‘’i’ll think about it and then see what can be done’, ‘thinking
too much is a kind of sickness’.
Children similarly chose words from one another’s texts and free-associated through the
question-answer format. for instance, to the question “At what times do we feel we need
a friend’s company?” they responded: “when we want conversation”, “to share things we
cannot share with our parents”, “to have fun with”, “when we are sad”, “when the day
passes too slowly”, “when we need help with a task”, etc.
Some practitioners developed their own free-associative writing practice in the form of
regular diary entries, focusing on description – of a place, person, image, real or imagined
incident, or expression of feelings. The youngsters titled this ongoing creative practice
“from the Diary of the mind”.
Children brought up the question “What changes take place within us when we read
books?” and wrote texts in response. An excerpt:
All children are not alike. Some are very lazy. if their mothers ask them to get salt from the
market as it is needed for cooking, they reply, “mother, you don’t send us on errands when
we have free time. Only when we have lots of work to finish, that’s when you send us!”
Other children are very sincere, respectful and hard-working. if they keep company with
wastrels, after some time they are able through example to make the wastrels industrious.
Some children don’t focus on anything at all… Let me tell you about a boy who worked in
his family’s chakki shop. from his father he had got the habit of studying a lot. his father
wanted him to find a profession that was not harmful to anybody and also did not harm
the family. This boy had for a long time enjoyed immersing himself in books of science and
social science. he had one weakness – he could not help applying his learning to his
environment. his father would ask him to sweep up the husks of milled grain, clean the
chakki, etc., but the boy always would be absorbed in other things, like examining the
insides of light bulbs, drawing diagrams and so on. he even taught himself to repair old
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mobile phones. This experimenting carried on for a couple of years. his interests grew as
he grew older. he once combined several chemicals in water to create a mixture. he
planted a seed in the ground and watered it morning and evening with this mixture. Soon
a seedling sprouted, and it thrived… The child who loved to tinker with fused light bulbs
and other objects is still alive within that boy. Shankar

Children discussed what it meant to ‘read’ a book, and concluded that while regular
practice shaped reading into a reﬂexive skill, it was not merely the habitual assimilation of
printed material but a complex and subtle process. Reading in depth and with focus
enabled the reader to mentally inhabit other realities and uncover social truths that
resonated within the reader and enabled him or her to scrutinize his or her own society.
Taking as subjects the locality ethos and happenings and drawing upon their own
observations and ideas, children created narratives in the form of comics. This exercise
in combining image and text allowed them to explore the complex relationship between
concept and image within a reliable speciﬁed format. Some children presented issues of
health, others issues relating to school, others issues relating to gender bias and
discrimination suffered by locality girls. This theme-based creative practice is ongoing.
On their own initiative the children developed an art workshop in which, using pencils and
paints, they copied covers of the library books as well as frontispieces and chapter
illustrations. Each child signed his or her work Art by (name). This was a very popular
activity and the children encouraged their peer group in the locality to participate. Later
there was a discussion about the process of interpreting images, keeping the children’s
artwork as a focus.
L iSTENiNg PRACTiCES
Children read out their texts and in the process have also developed into good listeners.
They selected lines they liked from each other’s texts, wrote these out on round pieces of
thermocol and put them in the library so that people who came in could link the lines up
into their own narratives. They also did this in response to two photographs. Practitioners
of the community also participated in these listening and sharing sessions, and some
parents expressed their amazement at the children’s powers of observation and attention
to detail. An excerpt:
The day’s exhaustion vanishes with nightfall. Dreams begin to sparkle. Losing himself in
the dusk, the young man who spent the day searching for work abandons the effort and
illuminates his darkness with a different hope. he staggers along, dispersing the world
through long drags on his cigarette, tripping and stumbling as he puts a foot here, then a
foot there. his hand cannot tell if its pair is a hand or a black snake. his eyes are divers in
a river of alcohol and his lips are saturated with the grease of chicken-fry. his clothes are
another matter. During the day they are ordinary but as the night continues his shirt
becomes trendy – all the buttons seem to have committed suicide, dangling by a thread
or fallen off, freeing themselves from bondage. The collar is wrenched askew, half the
middle section torn open. One foot bears a shoe while from the other foot the shoe has
gone missing. he sings tunelessly as he approaches, his voice merging with the barks of
the lane’s stray dogs. Reaching his house, he shouts to his wife, “mother of Amit! O mother
of Amit! Open the door, or else i’ll break it down…!” Babita

Asked by a parent if she had herself actually written this astonishing vignette, Babita
replied with a laugh, “Shall i read you another text?”
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OUTREACh ACTiviTiES
Wall magzine
Children selected those parts of books that remained in their minds when they had
ﬁnished reading, discussed why those were particularly memorable, and what
associations they stimulated and in relation to reader’s own lived reality. An activity was
developed in which children took a sentence they liked and over three weeks developed
it into an anecdote, written out and shared with peers. The texts were then compiled into
a wall magazine and shared with the community.
The wall magazine format was also used for linked articulation after discussing texts
written by new practitioners of the library in which ‘cycle’ appeared frequently, as it was
a common factor in their life experience. it became the theme for a series of texts
developed as a wall magazine. The children titled it Nishan (‘Sign’). An excerpt:
The morning came. i stretched, fled far from my laziness and rose from my bed. instantly
my gaze fell on my cycle. i called out, “mother, i’m going for a ride, i’ll be back in a short
while!” mother was working in the kitchen. father was lying in bed, blissful dreams captive
beneath his eyelids. i took my cycle and wheeled it outside. i didn’t know where to go, i
only knew i wanted to ride it for a short distance at least, and then return home. mother
called back, “go to the market for me.” “mother, should i go right now?” i asked. A new,
deep-red cloth bag was slung from the handlebars. mother had washed it yesterday. An
old rope with which loads could be strapped down was tied to the carrier. i got on and
started pedalling along the lane. Another cyclist was approaching me from behind. he had
a baseball cap on his head, a long metal cane in one hand, sunglasses shielding his eyes.
he struggled to overtake me on his old and rusty machine. “Never mind, try a little harder
and you will prevail,” i mentally encouraged him… Vikas

People of the community were present at some of these creative sessions and were
impressed by the children’s ability to make these deeper imaginative and actual
connections, and also by their descriptive abilities.
Locality Residents’ Reading Practices
A group of practitioners identiﬁed people of the locality who were interested in reading,
interviewed them and recorded their responses. The interviewees were found at a barber
shop, provision store, shoe shop, and by the road (a cobbler and a vendor). interview
questions focused on what kind of material they liked to read, how much time they
devoted to reading, their favourite narrative forms, and if they read newspapers, which
pages they most enjoyed, etc. Excerpts:
in my childhood i used to read a lot. But with time i got entangled in work and family, and
reading has narrowed down to newspapers only. Sometimes i am tempted by my children’s
books and i flip through them or read a story. i read newspapers for information. i come to
know about new schemes of the government, what is happening inside and outside the
country. But this reading does not teach me anything, as such…

Sensing the deep interest the interviewees had in reading, practitioners gave them several
books: children’s stories, animal fables, folktales, spy stories, etc. Practitioners have
continued their conversations with these readers.
Open Library
Children raised the question of how to make their library practices more inclusive – for
instance, they were able to share their creative work with their schoolmates, but there
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were also many informally employed children who either did not attend school, or outside
school had no time for anything other than work. Did these children also like to read?
Where could they access books? keeping this in mind, the children decided to set up an
‘Open Library’. They put tables together to form a stall and arranged books on it. Soon
people began to stop at the stall, pick up books and ask questions: Are you selling these
books…? Are these all the books you have…? Does one have to be a practitioner to use
the library…? Where are the rest of your books…? Can we borrow these books to take
home…? how do these books beneﬁt you…? The children did not have all the answers.
They suggested that anyone interested in reading should choose a book of their liking, sit
somewhere nearby and read as much or as long as they chose to.
One day one such reader read out a line from a book by the famous Urdu writer manto:
“Can a naked man surrounded by a hundred people still be called naked?” This line
catalysed many animated responses.

2. Youth Program
2.1. Young Women’s Collective
14 to 24 years old
ExPLORiNg ALTERNATivES
Post School Strategies

for the ﬁrst two months of the year the young women were very busy preparing for school
leaving examinations (x and xii). The meetings were dominated by concerns about the
examinations, efﬁcient use of time and reliable methods of tackling question papers,
different ways of responding to the same question, etc. Practitioners also discussed
possibilities of future education and personal future (marriage). many girls were concerned
about ﬁnding employment after leaving school, or joining professional courses to receive
training that would enable them to get jobs and shape their own careers. There was a lot
of discussion about what colleges and courses to apply for, and what college life would
be like. There was also concern about support from families and whether family resources
would be available to support the girls’ aspirations, and queries about whether outside
resources were available.
There was a lot of tension and nervousness after the examinations as the girls waited for
results to be announced. following the results, about 15 girls consulted their families and
then visited campuses and training institutes to sign up for courses. The most popular
choices were fashion designing, personality development, animation, computer
programmes such as Photoshop, Excel and mS Word. Several girls collectively explored
options at the Open University, polytechnic and technical training institutes for
correspondence courses and vocational courses that could be done simultaneously.
Some girls also applied to Delhi University. This hectic post-examination effort was
documented in diary format by practitioners of the collective. As noted by Sakshi, a
hopeful college aspirant: “Today was a very tiring day. After the results i am running all
around for admission. With friends i went to Delhi University. After a lot of running about
i was able to get a form. it takes at least one hour to reach the campus. i learnt that bus
no. 211 goes there…” Practitioners of the collective showed a strong desire to balance
studies with vocational training. They were keen to expand their knowledge base and
contribute ﬁnancially to their families. The discussions also reﬂected the changed attitude
of those parents who once objected but are no longer averse to their daughters going to
study and work in other parts of the city.
This intervention was designed to increase awareness that today job options for women
are to be found in ﬁelds that traditionally employed only men – women are now can be
found working as professional drivers, tifﬁn packers, gym trainers, security guards, petrol
pump attendants, waiters, call centre employees, with the metro, etc.
Practitioners made a list of professions and discussed what would need to be described
in a job advertisement: basic information about the post, terms and conditions, wages
and beneﬁts, basic and special skills, etc. for instance, the ability to speak English was
a must for anyone wanting to work as a city tourist guide. A driver’s job required someone
with respect for the law, knowledge of trafﬁc rules, routes, shortcuts, mechanical
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knowledge about the engine and car repair, knowledge of landmarks, patience, stamina
to drive for long hours and cover long distances, knowledge of hindi and English. Another
crucial asset was the ability to focus only on the task of driving and not eavesdrop on
passengers’ conversation.
The practitioners then discussed job openings as listed in newspapers, and wrote texts
in the form of advertisements and posters for different kinds of employment. They found
this intervention enjoyable as well as educative, compelling them to freely visualize
aspiration as well as practical possibility and then express the imaginings in a controlled
way. As one young woman said at the end of the activity, “When i look at the
advertisement i created, i am amazed at myself.”
Reinforcing of Aspirations
Despite the severe restrictions imposed upon girls by family and community, most
practitioners of the collective had a clear sense of wanting to expand their horizons,
inspired by similar aspirations in their peer group, and through the example of young
women who went out of the locality to work, those who commuted long distances to
study, those who fulﬁlled household responsibilities as well as job demands, those who
had found a way to live on their own terms, those who supported their parents and upheld
the family’s trust, those who had imagined a future for themselves outside the locality and
were beginning to realize it, etc.
Responses collated during a discussion around work possibilities in relation to the
following questions: How and why do girls go outside the locality? If you were able to
work outside the locality, following the example of other girls who have chosen to do so,
what kind of work would you like to do, and where would you seek it?
-- “i would like to teach pre-schoolers in an aanganwadi. One of my neighbours does this
and after getting to know her and learning about her job, i’ve understood where i can go
and how i can shape a new identity for myself – both at home, and at work.”
-- “i would like to work in a beauty parlour in gandhi market, because my family gives me
permission to go only this that area.”
-- “i would like to do mehendi (henna) work in the lane behind Turkman gate. A girl who
lives in my lane learnt the skill from there, she often comes to my house to apply mehendi
for my mother and sister-in-law. When i said i could also learn this, my mother said, ‘go
along with her.’”
-- “Those girls who work outside force us, in a way, to take steps in our own behalf; at the
same time they are willing to intervene for us by putting pressure on our families to give
us permission.”
Researching Work Options
This intervention drew upon Dilliwali, a series of eight booklets created by the collective
that narrate the work experience of young locality women who have chosen to work as
professionals in other areas of Delhi, thus stepping across the threshold of family, homebased labour, domestic responsibilities and unchanging community-bound daily routines
into the wider world of work, new horizons and diverse experiences.
Practitioners of the collective (girls in Class xi and xii) were asked to make a list of
professional options, and it was seen that the preferred choices were the beauty industry
and tailoring/women’s clothes. The former was chosen as a subject of research. The girls
were divided into three groups and assigned to research four kinds of locality beauticians
and their work: those who own commercial beauty parlours; those who are employed in
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beauty parlours; those who run private parlours in their homes; and those who work on
an occasional basis, such as for weddings, special gatherings, festivals, etc.
The researchers collected data with regard to parlour location, name, presence, reputation,
services offered, customer base, specialized procedures, rates, materials used, running
costs, proﬁtability, etc. The data was then consolidated into a computerized document
prepared using mS Word and Excel. The researchers enjoyed the assignment, and
appreciated how it expanded their interest and knowledge well beyond the standard
framework of a ‘course’.
Dialogue with Young Working Women
Practitioners of the collective had a dialogue with some of the professional women
featured in Dilliwali. The purpose of this intervention was to remind young women from
the locality that apart from the beauty industry and tailoring / clothes, there are many areas
of work that can be considered as viable job choices.
Women working in different spheres described how they negotiated their commutes,
workplace conditions, protocols and a particular culture, and how work became a way to
understand the world. These perspectives were documented by the collective. for
instance:
Lalita works with mentally challenged children. She says, “in general it is said that these
children have low intelligence, or are mentally ill. But i personally see them as individuals
with very strong introversion who prefer to remain within their own minds. my task is to
play with them, teach them and strengthen their cognitive abilities. This work requires me
to keep three kinds of records. first, when the child is initially brought to me, i assess his
or her physical and mental difficulties. Second, i assess the child’s learning capacity and
assign the appropriate class. Third, i maintain an ‘improvement Register’ in which i
systematically document any changes i observe in the child. Savita
Sonia is an interior designer. She says, “One has to pay great attention to what the client
says, down to the last detail. i visit the space and spend time there, getting a sense of the
physical dimensions. it is necessary to make multiple drafts of the design in accordance
with the client’s wishes and inclinations. After the final draft we discuss materials, colours,
shapes and infrastructure. i save all my drafts because they might come in useful to show
another client as a possible design, or as a confirmation of my work experience. Simran

The intervention was also a reminder of the need to cultivate self-belief and self-reliance,
crucial for a conﬁdent and successful engagement with the world outside the locality.
The young women also discussed the different kinds of roles played in a particular work
sector, and the roles that they would like to begin with and aspire for.
BUiLDiNg gENDER PERSPECTivE
Dialogue on Gender Discrimination
A series of discussions on the issue of gender discrimination took place, based on speciﬁc
questions relating to the daily life of girls and women in the locality:
a) When / at what age are restrictions imposed on girls?
-- “from Class vii onwards… from that time on some girls are not allowed to go
out at all, others are only allowed to go to the houses of relatives…”
-- “As soon as she begins to voice her own opinions at home…”
-- “When she is given responsibilities of household work and looking after younger
siblings…”
b) Where do girls go to discuss issues and what sort of issues are discussed?
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-- “We turn to our friends… We talk about the kinds of strategies family
practitioners have created in order to suppress us. for instance, their habit of
constant rebuke: you are a girl! Behave like one! Don’t talk so much and so freely
everywhere!
-- “We go to friends’ homes to vent about the tensions we face at home, where no
one listens to us.”
-- “We talk about marriage – and how we don’t have much to actually say about it
ourselves, but we have to continually keep hearing about it from all sides…”
c) Where do girls go in order to be able to talk freely?
-- “On the excuse of studying, i go to the terrace of my house, and wait till there
is no one at home. Then i use my mother’s mobile to make my call and after that
delete the number.”
-- “On the terrace of my friends’ houses, two lanes away from mine.
-- “We meet and talk in places we are sent to for errands, like buying groceries, or
to friends’ houses on the pretext of studying. We can only go to known and ﬁxed
places for ﬁxed amounts of time. -- We talk in school, in tuition class, at the sewing
centre, at weddings, at school picnics, in relatives’ homes.
d) When do women usually suffer bad treatment and what do you think about this
problem?
-- “On the smallest pretext a woman is verbally abused and humiliated.”
-- “She is punished when she is late with the food and meals are delayed at home.”
-- “When a child gets hurt while playing, the mother is always accused of being
careless.”
-- “The men here think they will be dishonoured if they take their women out
socially.”
e) What are some commonly imposed gender restrictions?
On daughters:
-- “Don’t argue with elders.”
-- “Don’t talk excessively with anyone.”
-- “Don’t talk on the phone.”
-- “Don’t take part in any activities outside the house.”
On daughters-in-law:
-- “Always cover your head with a dupatta.”
-- “finish all the household work before your husband comes home.”
-- “veil yourself in front of elders.”
-- “Don’t speak out when in-laws are discussing family matters.”
On mothers:
-- “Don’t interfere in lane or locality conﬂicts.”
-- “Don’t gossip about neighbours.”
-- “Don’t divulge household matters to neighbours.”
-- “if something is prohibited within the household, that restriction should always
be observed – for instance, no cooking of certain foods, no visiting by certain
people, etc.”
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f) Why are these restrictions imposed? When are you made to feel your position as a girl?
-- “my mother says the atmosphere of the locality is awful, the boys don’t study,
instead they are loaﬁng around and loitering everywhere and harassing the girls,
so she doesn’t let me go outside.”
-- “i wrote a prayer about this:
A girl’s Supplication
from a tender young soul, from an unborn daughter, arises this anguished cry:
Divine mother, i want to live!
Before i die, this is my ﬁnal wish – to play in your lap, to weave dreams in the
hem of your garment. Do not make my life a curse; or, preferring boys to girls,
turn away from me…
(The goddess replies :) i hear your cry, i understand your afﬂiction. i too was a
girl, once – so why have i made being a girl a state of suffering?”
-- “i wrote a poem about this:
She is mindful of everyone, but no one is mindful of her / the world is in her
stride, but she is conﬁned to her own footsteps / the world is in her ﬁst, but
she is within everyone’s grasp / is this her place, her life? / in school she helps
everyone, but no one teaches her / why are girls being treated this way? / Why,
i ask, why? / No one understands what a girl is! / Enough of preferring boys to
girls! / Enough! / Put an end to this injustice! girls cannot tolerate such
prejudice any longer!”
Workshop on Violence and Gender
The exceptionally gruesome gang-rape of a young physiotherapy student in Delhi in
December 2012, and her consequent death from rape-related injuries, horriﬁed the city
and the nation. The outpouring of media discourse, public debate and citizens’ protests
led to a controversial reformulation of india’s existent laws against rape. however, news
reports of rape and other modes of violence against women since then indicate that the
new legislation has not led to any reduction in the level of socio-cultural misogyny or the
incidence of sadistic sexual crimes.
Overt sexual violence and the many subtle ways women and girls are systematically
traumatized in public and private spheres were discussed by 16 practitioners of the
collective in a workshop on violence and gender. Practitioners wrote short theme-based
texts based on personal experience or accounts of other people, providing an acute
glimpse of the insidious and varied forms of violence, oppression and gender injustices
that so many girls and women experience daily and have to negotiate as an inescapable
facet of life. Themes included the deﬁnition of violence and its different manifestations
(physical, sexual, mental, socio-cultural and economic), and community responses to
incidents of personal violence – for instance, what is the ﬁrst thing one gets to hear when
a girl is assaulted? What are the accusations and rationales? What is permitted and what
is prohibited?
Summaries and excerpts of some workshop texts:
The narrator asks: “Why do you restrict my television watching? Why do you forbid me
from going to the park? Why aren’t i allowed to go out with my friends? Why don’t you
allow me to leave the house after 9 p.m.? Why do you forbid me to wear skirts and tops?
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Why do you forbid me to wear jeans? Why does father forbid me to play in the lane
outside? Should i not stand on the terrace? Should i not talk to boys? Should i not spend
time with my friends? Should i not listen to songs? Should i not use a mobile phone? Why
shouldn’t i dress up? Why shouldn’t i use the internet? Why shouldn’t i go to birthday
parties? Why shouldn’t i go outside to play?” (Why... Why... Why…?)
The narrator tells of a journey with her father and sister to visit her aunt. “We missed our
train and had to wait an hour at the station for the next one. The sun began to set. i noticed
a ring with a red stone on the platform near my foot. i kicked it aside. Then i saw a young
man with a shawl wrapped around his face, staring at me. Uneasy, i moved to another
bench with my sister. he followed and threw the ring towards me again. Our train arrived
just then. it was very crowded. Panicking, i said to an old man nearby, “Someone is
bothering us, please help us to board.” As the old man helped us to climb into the
compartment, i felt the young man’s hand on me. i shoved it aside and took my sister to
the window seat. his accomplice was there. They cornered us. my sister began to cry. i
told her not to as no harm would come to us, and stared fixedly out of the window. The
first man put something into the packet i was carrying. it was a phone number. i flung it
out of the window. he became red with anger. Soon the train stopped at the station where
we had to get off. my father and sister got down but the man blocked my way. i pushed
him hard and leapt off, in the process breaking my sandal. it was quite dark and my father
and sister were some distance ahead of me. The youth grabbed me from behind and
picked me up. i screamed very loudly. he dropped me and ran off. i picked up my sandal
and rushed frantically after my father and sister. my father said, ‘What’s the matter?’ i was
too frightened to say anything. All i could do was keep looking around, terrified that the
man might still be following me.” (fear of Being Touched)

The workshop was an instance of practitioners coming together to freely reﬂect upon how
girls and young women continue to live under linked sets of personal, family and social
pressures in addition to the heavy daily load of domestic responsibilities and piece-rate
production. The collective thus functions as a much-needed safe space for young women
to ﬁnd their voices, resisting the customary coercion of gendered silence, invisibility,
marginality, subservience, obedience, dependence and discrimination. group meetings
are a regular and trusted opportunity for practitioners to conﬁdentially exchange ideas,
responses, opinions and emotions that they cannot risk expressing or enacting within
their conservative homes.
OUTREACh ACTiviTiES
Workshop on Mobile Phones
The practitioners of the young women collective organised a workshop with other young
women of the locality on the subject of mobile phones and the direct and indirect
outcomes of the presence of this technology in the lives of locality girls:
mobiles of all types and prices are easily available and used everywhere today by all strata
of society. They are a means of self-expression and sharing of views; they keep one
updated and alert; they enable new creative life through all kinds of narrations and images.
On the one hand they instantly connect people, but at the same time they create distance
through reducing face-to-face communication and relationships.
Discussions on the ﬁrst day of the workshop focused on the particular experiences of
girls with mobiles, how the technology affected their lives. On the second day of the
workshop the participants described the strategies they have to use in order to obtain
mobiles, speaking out about this problem for perhaps the ﬁrst time. They discussed how
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families scrutinize a girl’s mobile usage – repeatedly checking her phone, how many calls
and messages and from whom, etc. The girls conﬁrmed each other’s accounts of this
surveillance, suppression and censorship by family. They described what sorts of new
environments mobiles create, as well as the aggressive scrutiny of girls they foster.
Some responses to the question of what mobiles contribute to one’s life:
-- Enables one to build friendships with strangers
-- intensiﬁes the desire to live more openly
-- Creates a different perception, within the family, of the user
-- Allows user to communicate in depth with relatives
-- Allows user to shape her reality.
Some responses to the question of what mobiles take away from one’s life:
-- meetings in person with friends
-- Uninterrupted peace and quiet
-- Respect
-- “When a lot of calls come for me at home, i have to endure the anger and
insinuations of my brothers…”
-- “if while walking in the colony we are seen speaking on the phone, people stare
in a hostile way and suspect us of involvement in some chakkar (romantic liaison)…
”
girls wrote about how phones created distress in their lives; provoked their being harassed
on the street; how families refused to get their daughters a phone while permitting it for
their sons; how when they made their ﬁrst call, a suspicious family practitioner stood by
and monitored the conversation; how they had to hide their phones so that the family did
not check it; the difﬁculty of ﬁnding privacy at home for a phone conversation; the tension
of making calls in secret, e.g. from the bathroom with the water running; and the fear of
taunted in public and at home for their phone usage. The workshop enabled participants
to share and corroborate perspectives in a safe space where they could freely be critical
of family and community prejudices. These common experiences were summarized in the
format of text messages that were put up on the wall of the , externalizing what till then
had been deeply private experiences. The display clearly indicated that regarding mobile
usage, girls have to endure all sorts of criticism from both family and community, and are
subjected to suffocating suspicions and negative assumptions.
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2.2. Mohalla Media Lab
14 to 24 years old
SOUND WORkShOP
A two-day sound workshop were held with practitioners exploring the relationship of
sound to writing, of what is uttered to what is inscribed, the many ways in which the
sounds we live among take us towards what we write. Lab practitioners went to different
areas of the locality, listened to ambient sounds, identiﬁed them and created texts in
relation to the auditory experiences of wind, water, rain, weather, etc., and discussed how
sounds change with the seasons. They gave voices to inanimate and imaginary objects
and built stories around different sounds.
The ﬁlm i Am Legend was screened, followed by a discussion and then texts written on
the theme. The ﬁlm depicts a city with no population, except for one man who roams
through it. how does he hear the city without any mirroring of his experience, and what
must he be reiterating in his mind?
The practitioners as part of their research on sound and listening visited different areas of
the city, to record sounds, speciﬁc to the area.
various questions were raised through other practices such as listening with eyes closed;
while standing in a queue at mother Dairy; while roaming the street; as well as more
abstract exercises such as associating sounds with the act of looking at photographs or
observing faces, etc:
-- how do sounds change in accordance with time?
-- What sounds are heard on joyful occasions?
-- What sounds force our attention away from them?
-- how can we understand the true nature of sound?
Practitioners were able to assess different components of the auditory experience, engage
in mindful listening that builds concentration and a greater capacity to understand objects
as well as sounds in depth. The changed perception of sounds, developed through
practice, has the potential to foster a more reﬁned range of perception.
LOCALiTy RADiO PROgRAmmE
mohalla media Lab output in the form of stories, observations, anecdotes, memories, etc.
on the theme of Dosti (‘friendship’), was prepared and broadcast as a radio programme
in the locality. Through this the lab practitioners learnt strategies of dissemination of
creative content, how to publicly enunciate one’s perceptions, and create a relationship
between technology and writing.
Practitioners interviewed each other on subject of friendship, had a collective dialogue
and then wrote out their ﬁndings and impressions. These were recorded, and edited in
the lab on Audacity software in a ﬂowing and ﬁlmic way. Some questions that arose during
the interactions:
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-- What is the deﬁnition of friendship?
-- What does friendship mean to you personally?
-- how is friendship seen within the frame of one’s gender?
-- how many boys are your friends, and how many girls?
Linking the theme of ‘sound’ to ‘meaningful sound’ via presenting a local narrative, the
radio broadcast generated strong community interest and was an effective means of
connecting the lab to the community, involving local people in this mode of collective
listening practice for the ﬁrst time.
A sound practice, Sunne Wala Kaam par Hai (‘The Listener is at Work’) was developed
around the conviction that a person immersed in daily work may be identiﬁed with that
profession but he is not just a doer – simultaneously, he/she is also a sensitive and active
listener. Some work-related sounds that are oppressive or disturbing to one person might
be special and signiﬁcant to another who invests it with emotion and depth of meaning.
Without these embedded sounds his existence would be more difﬁcult and deprived, and
he prefers to and needs to hear these sounds each and every day as an assurance of
livelihood, security and survival.
The words Sunne Wala Kaam par Hai were written out on several jackets. Some lab
practitioners moved around the locality to observe and document community reactions
to people at their daily work, i.e., ‘listeners’, in the locality who were each given a jacket
to wear on the job – a mason, a carpenter, a cobbler, a blacksmith, a welder, a barber, a
tea-seller, a juice seller a papad seller, a horse-carriage driver, a sweeper, a stone-grinder,
a pakora seller. Additionally, a few such ‘listeners’ were randomly selected from people in
the street. The ‘listening’ lab practitioners photographed the various ‘listeners’ at work
and had dialogues with them. Some of the questions that emerged:
-- how does he view the act of listening?
-- how crucial is sound to his daily work?
-- how does one hear / listen to others when one is absorbed in one’s work?
-- When do work-related sounds clash with other nearby sounds?
Participants said that through this listening practice within their own community and work
contexts, they developed an awareness of the subtle shifts in the continuum of their daily
perception; they were able to view themselves differently; other people were able to view
them differently; they were able to experience their work differently, i.e., enter familiar workrelated sounds from the perspective of another listener; they were able to understand their
relationship to individual units of sound and sound as a whole in more depth.

3. Community Program
The engagement with community happens at several levels and in various forms.
CiRCULATiON Of CREATivE WORkS Of ChiLDREN AND yOUNg PEOPLE
Sound Booth
in a three-day programme, texts that club practitioners had created about ‘characters’
from the locality were read back to the community through the sound booth, a mode of
simultaneous ‘oral’ and ‘aural’ circulation. Preparation for the sound booth programme
had been ongoing for some time prior to the event. Past as well as current practitioners
of the club worked collectively, incorporating earlier texts, revising and correcting the
writings into their ﬁnal shape.
Since the park was completely booked for marriage events for the whole month, so the
original plan to use that space for the sound booth programme had to be discarded.
Residents then urged facilitators to install the sound booth at the corner of the road. They
enthusiastically helped with cleaning the site, installing the booth, linking to a power
supply, and making seating arrangements with charpais.
The booth had curtains on all sides and a comfortable seat inside for the reader.
Anecdotes, information, impressions, stories, personal histories, etc. were thus shared
through the sound booth with audience of locality residents who listened carefully and
discussed what they were hearing, very interested and pleased with this unique mirroring
of the community. They appreciated the children’s creativity and the chance to support it
through their role as informed hearers.
Mobile Art Exhibition
Library practitioners discussed how to take their work forward through displaying it in
public it in some way. They decided to use the texts and images to create a calendar for
2014. When this was ready, they discussed the issue of how to circulate it. Two
practitioners suggested that the calendar artwork be arranged on a battery-run E-rickshaw
and driven through the colony as a mobile exhibition. Each artist read a paragraph from
the library book that was the source of the image. The artwork was accompanied by
evocative captions: “This is Also my image”; “This is a Joint Effort”; “if Only i Too Could
Build”; “i Repractitionered Something”; “What have you made?” “Everything Seems Like
a Dream”; “We meet Daily yet you Still Ask my Name”.
One practitioner prepared small jingles to advertise the presence of the exhibition and
attract spectators: “The rickshaw is near, it is close to the lane / there is no need to worry
/ this rickshaw exempliﬁes joy / bouncing along / it wants to tell you something, o dear
ones / the sun has come out, the breeze is blowing / listen to the e-rickshaw / as it
disperses happiness all around /…”
As the exhibit went through the area, people gathered on terraces and on the corners of
lanes to watch and listen. Those who came to see the exhibition signed their name and
address in a visitors’ book. Some young residents accompanied the exhibition for quite a
distance on its journey through the colony. The artists presented people with calendars,
and many were put up in shops and homes. People congratulated the children on their
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work and when the rickshaw was stationary, residents provided electrical connection from
their homes so that the readings could continue to be broadcast. The artists’ parents were
very proud of their children’s talent, asking them in astonishment, “Did you really make
this…?”
Exhibition: Work and Work Spaces
An exhibition of the textual and visual content generated by the collective was put together
by the practitioners. On display were texts, interviews, photographs of young working
women and their workplaces, roadmaps of the routes they took to and from their
workplaces, etc.
The exhibition brought together locality residents, young working women and practitioners
of the collective, and fostered a useful exchange of views. One resident remarked, “i had
very little idea of what actually took place in the learning centre when the collective
gathered. i used to think that the girls are formally taught something. This exhibition is
quite unique and is something new for me. i had no idea that work in a woman’s life
actually involves all this.” A professional kirtan singer who belongs to the locality said, “i
travel all over to perform at jagrans and other religious events. i am always surrounded by
throngs of devotees and other kinds of people. At home i am a housewife. Coming to this
exhibition, i feel as if i have not really been aware that working allows one to see the
complexity of the familiar world close at hand, that one takes for granted.”
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ENgAgEmENT WiTh PARENTS
Discussion on ‘Children Working in Home-based Units’
The subject of this discussion was: “Are we unknowingly increasing the burden on
Children Employed in home-based Units and Piece-rate Production?” Sending out an
invitation to parents, data was collected on the Right to Education and Child Rights, and
on related government policy – schemes such as the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan intended to
provide free education to children; legislation applicable to child labour, etc. An account
of the conceptual basis of Ankur’s work in the settlement and how this linked up to
children’s education was also prepared.
The discussion focused on how home-based production affected children’s daily lives as
well as their health and schooling. Piece-rate production, during which children sometimes
have to sit continuously for hours, includes making belts and slippers, bangle and box
decoration (gluing on of glitter, sequins, decorative elements, etc.), making ﬁrecrackers,
rakhis, agarbattis, ﬂags and other seasonal/festival items, making bindis, making stuffed
toys, embroidery, stitching of beads, sequins, lace, piping and buttons on fabric, stitching
seams and belt loops, bufﬁng (removing stray threads, etc., to smoothen fabric) stitching
decorative elements on footwear, stringing beads, ﬁtting parts in electric irons, shaping
wires for radios, fetching goods for/working in nearby shops. in addition, children fetched
water and food items for domestic consumption and did kitchen work, cleaning and
looking after younger siblings. This overall range of labour took 2-4 hours of the children’s
time each day. Apart from the time given to labour and school, many boys and girls
regularly go to neighbourhood mosques from 4-6 p.m. for sipara (religious instruction)
Children are not associated with any other institution.
Several mothers spoke about the adverse effect of daily labour on their children. for
instance:
my son makes wire baskets, the kind you see hanging in the front of shops. he brings the
material, produces the items, delivers them. i keep telling him, “you must study, please
study,” but he doesn’t listen. i’ve sent him to so many places where i think he might
develop the habit of studying but the learning centre is the only one where he actually was
able to train himself to read a book. Since he doesn’t listen to me at all about the
advantages of studying, i finally decided that he might as well start working full-time.
Rajbala
Of my two sons, the older manages his studies but the younger one is barely literate. Ever
since his father has been lying at home sick, he takes the handcart out into the street daily
and tries to earn something to support us. he is only interested in work now. No matter
how much i appeal to him to try and read, he dislikes even touching a book. Work has
trapped him. he pays no attention to anything else. Brajrani

Parents at the meeting were particularly keen to know what the children did in the learning
centre and how the activities there allowed the children to express themselves freely yet
also allowed them to stay interested in studying and remaining in school.
Discussion on Children’s Modes of Self-learning
Children’s daily routine is divided entirely between home and school. Despite this, they seek
out other spaces for self-learning through a range of activities. A meeting was held with
parents in order to explore how much parents knew about their children’s capacity to
‘educate’ themselves. Small discussion nodes were ﬁrst set up in different areas of the
locality with a range of questions about the issue. Parents congregated here and talked of
their children’s positive qualities and special characteristics.
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This free ﬂow of perspectives was automatically checked with the matter of school came
up -- parents were asked to respond to whether the child who has a sense of his / her
aspirations and has a vision of a future for himself / herself actually receives any support in
this regard from his / her school. most parents reiterated that school does not help children
to realize their potential. government schools are sub-standard and private schools are
unaffordable. Children have no proper schedule or discipline in class, hence are always
distracted and also resort to lies in order to avoid studying, according to some parents.
When asked how the child continues to informally ‘learn’ – to speak with conﬁdence, to
gather information, to read, to understand, to develop aptitude, to reﬁne existing skills,
despite being enrolled in a failed system -- parents listed other sources of ‘learning’: the
locality itself; neighbours; contexts; play; punishment; relatives; authority ﬁgures, etc. This
informal system of learning was deﬁnitely useful and the child was not wasting time.
At the end of the discussion parents remarked that it had helped them to see their children
differently, i.e., to “not judge the children’s actions in the weighing scale of absolute right
and wrong”. They shared anecdotes, described common problems with regard to the
school system, and took advice from one another about how to be more present in their
children’s learning and communicate better with them.
Discussion on Gender Attitudes
Parents in the locality remain concerned about the safety and welfare of girl children, even
while they view and treat daughters differently from the way they view and treat sons. A
discussion about how women visualize the future of their daughters took place in the lab,
as well as a screening of the hindi ﬁlm Dor (‘String’), about a woman who becomes a
widow while young. After the screening the attendees discussed how the protagonist
rebuilds her life positively after the death of her husband, and linked this to their own lifeexperience. Through sharing of anecdotes, the theme of socialization of women, cultural
gender bias and unjust gender norms and boundaries was explored in depth.
iSSUE-BASED iNTERvENTiONS
Education
A large meeting was held on the subject of school admissions, a source of high anxiety in
many families. Participants were asked how they chose the school they wanted their
children to attend, and what documents were required for admission. What difﬁculties were
encountered when the school was at a distance, and what beneﬁts were there in attending
a nearby school? What problems were encountered in the admissions process? how did
parents manage to sustain their aspirations for their children in the face of these problems?
how often did they manage to get their children admitted to schools of their choice? What
schools accept children who are mentally challenged, and what is the admission process
for such children? What problems arise in relation to paying fees? how to cope with the
perennial problem that arose if a family had the child’s name struck off the roster when the
family went to the village for some time – upon returning to the city, it was very difﬁcult to
get the child enrolled again, and appeals had to be made to teachers and headmaster.
Often the child had to lose a year and re-enrol in the same class the next year.
in areas, where most residents are muslim, mothers were in a dilemma regarding whether to
put their children in a hindi-medium or Urdu-medium school. if the school was only till Class
viii and the child had to shift to another school in Class ix, choices of school were very limited
as the child would ﬁnd it impossible to switch to lessons in another script / language.
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mothers were also worried about the safety of their daughters in the aggressive city
environment, hence preferred that all girls in the family went to the same school as they
would be together on the way there and back. Some schools were only up to Class viii
and when one sister got to Class ix she had to go to a different school, making the
mothers doubly anxious about safety for each girl. Sometimes the younger sister was
withdrawn from school for this reason. Some schools had different shifts for boys and
girls, this mode of gender segregation being acceptable to conservative families who
otherwise might not have sent their girls to school at all. mothers complained that while
the standard of these schools was good, girls were enrolled in the afternoon shift which
in summer was unbearably hot – the girls were exhausted, could not concentrate, and
learnt nothing; they should be taught in the morning shift.
families earlier staying on rent or with relatives or in-laws also faced problems regarding
school admission, if the school being attended was only till Class v and the child had to
shift to a new school for higher classes. Address proof was required for admission in the
new school. if the family had shifted to another rented house or were now living a house
they now owned, the iD card showing the earlier address was considered invalid. A new
iD card with the current address had to be made prior to admission. Another problem
encountered was that the new school insisted on the parents having a bank account as
a condition for the child’s enrolment.
individual meetings with mothers were held in courtyards to discuss problems relating to
participation in Ladli yojana (for the girl child).
A meeting was organized in which open discussion of the children’s school needs and
habits, progress or lack of it, could be undertaken between parents and teachers. Another
purpose for the meeting was so that parents who were hesitant to enter the school, having
never experienced that domain themselves as children, would overcome their fear. Three
school teachers responded to the invitation to the meeting after practitioners of the club,
spoke to them about it in school. These teachers took the initiative and helped the parents
with information about certiﬁcates, identity cards, etc., that were required for school
admissions and transfers. They advised non-literate parents on ways to help with the
child’s studies through afﬁrmation and systematic presence, listening and boosting
morale, showing interest in the child’s lessons and homework, thus contributing to the
child’s self-conﬁdence and sense of achievement.
Parents met with school authorities and staff to discuss the problem of truancy among
schoolchildren, especially older students. it had been observed that during school hours
many children climbed over the school wall and spent time outside, or made all kinds of
excuses to leave school for the day. They wandered in the markets, roamed around behind
the school or near the crossroads, played cards or gambled, or hung out with nearby
vendors and peddlers who were a detrimental inﬂuence. it was decided that a group of
colony residents would patrol the area near the school in order to keep students from
truancy and getting drawn into bad company.
Residents had a meeting with the principals of schools to raise issues relating to school.
According to children and parents, very often the teacher is absent from class, and those
who are present are more focused on reading the newspaper, playing games or chatting
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on their mobile phones rather than teaching. The children get substandard teaching and
often the teachers do not behave well with the students. many students are eligible for
scholarships but they don’t receive them. Parents also spoke of obstacles in accessing
beneﬁts of the Ladli scheme (for girl students) and quality of the free midday meal. middleschool teachers present at the meeting said understafﬁng was a major problem in schools.
Teachers are instructed that every child must be promoted, so students don’t care about
their studies and have no fear of exams. Also, since corporal punishment is not permitted,
children freely misbehave in school. Language teachers from the schools of the colony
had a discussion about creative ways to increase children’s interest in reading and writing.
Identity documents
A street-corner meeting was held to discuss the problems facing those who wanted ration
cards and those who qualiﬁed for the Delhi Annashree yojana (a government food security
programme under which a monthly cash subsidy of Rs. 600 will be directly transferred
into the Aadhaar-linked bank account of the senior-most female practitioner of 2 lakh poor
families). People said they could not participate in these welfare schemes for the following
reasons: some did not have an iD card so could not apply for a ration card; some did not
have bank accounts; some had bank accounts that were almost empty hence inactive;
some women’s husbands did not give them permission to have independent bank
accounts; some women were not permitted to leave the house or undertake outside
activities on their own. Some people had iD cards but with the name spelt wrong or not
their name at all. One woman had been living in the locality for ten years under a different
name. Another had been using the name of her previous landlady on her ration card.
in relation to the Delhi government’s initiated new scheme under the Right to food
Security in September 2013, ration shop owner explained the provision of subsidised
grains within the scheme and had a discussion with the community about the process of
application for new ration cards. Several residents said the scheme was harmful for people
who held BPL (Below Poverty Line) ration cards: under the earlier scheme, each
practitioner of a BPL family was eligible for 25 kg of wheat and 10 kg of rice per month
but under the new scheme it worked out to 4 kg of wheat and 1 kg of rice per month.
food staples beyond this would have to be bought from the market at higher rates. many
families did not have all their practitioners listed on the ration card. moreover, the
government had made the Aadhar card mandatory proof of identity for the new ration
card application, and many people had not yet had the Aadhar card made, while others
had not received their cards as yet.
As part of media outreach, Ankur organised a meeting at the archive at which locality
residents spoke to a Times of India correspondent reporting on the government food
security projects. her story was published in the newspaper on 17 September 2013.
Through the archive assistance was provided to residents in applying for iD cards, Aadhar
cards and new ration cards. A resident cleared a room in his house at the main crossroads
so that Aadhar machines for recording biometric data could be set up, and this allowed
many people to complete their applications.
CURE (Centre for Urban and Regional Excellence, a development NgO that works with
poor communities and local governments for improved access to basic services, inclusive
and participatory governance and building of a community-based information system)
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was invited to the to address the community. he shared information about work cards as
important identity documents and explained the process by which these could be made.
Pension
A meeting was held to discuss the problems facing claimants for different kinds of
government pensions that went directly into the claimant’s bank account. Sometimes the
claimant went all the way to the bank only to be told that the pension had not arrived, and
to go and make inquiries at another branch of the bank or at the Social Welfare Board.
Some women said that their widow pension stopped coming after municipal elections
when a fresh set of municipal councillors took ofﬁce. individual meetings were also held
with locality widows at their homes, regarding these problems.
Locality Water Kiosk
A team from the Piramal group visited Sawda ghevra to check technical problems with
the delivery system of the existing computerised water kiosks set up under the
government’s Sarvajal programme, and get feedback from the community in a session at
the archive. for Rs 100, residents get a card that enables them to draw water from the
kiosk round the clock at the rate of 30 paisa per litre. Residents complained that due to
network problems several kiosks were non-functional; in others the water was not
released; in others the card failed to be activated, and the engineer in charge blamed it
on the sensor in the machine. Some kiosks, despite being full, showed a reading of
‘empty’. The water is supposed to be changed every 72 hours – it takes three hours to
empty the kiosk and one hour to reﬁll it, and people cannot meet their water needs in the
duration. Residents threatened to stop using the kiosks altogether if the problems were
not remedied at once. A meeting of the community, the Piramal team and Sarvajal ofﬁcials
took place at the archive in order to address these water-related problems.

4. Contribution to Critical Pedagogy
4.1 Collaboration with Authors for
Publications
in preparation for the writing workshop to be
conducted by Priyamvad, writer and editor of the
hindi literary journal Akar, club practitioners
immersed themselves in different kinds of writing
practices and thematic explorations of concrete as
well as abstract topics. Texts produced included
descriptions of signiﬁcant local places and objects
(‘the terrace’, ‘the bag’) in the practitioner’s life;
descriptions of dreams, school, the seasons,
portraits of individuals (‘grandmother’, ‘Chamno
Amma’, ‘the harmonium maker’), local sites (‘the
place where pigs are bred’), responses to events
(‘the Delhi gang-rape’), creation of ﬁctional and
semi-autobiographical characters, ‘CCTv camera’,
‘project ﬁles’, ‘Why is my house here…?’, ‘the night
of mourning’, ‘what does “weaving” mean?’, etc. Practitioners also reﬂected on their
writing practice and aspirations to become writers. for instance:
Everyone thinks writing is easy. But it is not. To compose is difﬁcult. Also, it is
difﬁcult to ﬁlter another’s experience through one’s own imagination and be faithful
to that while writing. When the source reads it, he / she should at once feel that
the story i have told is his / hers…
Shashikanta madam was the one teacher who encouraged self-expression. Not
only would she assign us to write, she would also ask us to assess her as a
teacher, her methods, telling us to be truthful and not ﬂatter her. When she read
what we wrote, a smile came to her lips… interacting with her in different
environments and at different times really expanded my thinking. She has spent
years teaching in the same school, thousands of children have passed through
her hands – she is so experienced yet she is still keen on knowing how she can
improve, she scrutinizes herself through our accounts so that she can scour her
deﬁciencies… i began to want to understand her better. Not because i am special
to her in any way, or because i particularly like her, but because of her honesty
and because she has allowed me an authentic glimpse of the life of a government
school teacher… i have a sense of her personality but if i was asked to write about
her as ‘real’, i would be constrained. if i could write about her as an imagined
character, it would not be difﬁcult. When one is asked to visualize and write freely,
the pleasure of creating is doubled…
These writing practices enabled the participants to work out their individual styles; to
develop the habit of writing longer texts; to ﬁnd focus and direction; to overcome
inhibitions and compose freely; to frame questions about different subjects without
hesitation; to note details; to visualize contexts in greater breadth and depth; and to
access imaginary / symbolic territory as readily as the realistic / sociological domain.
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Eighteen texts by young practitioners (14-18 years old) were selected for publication by
Akar, a respected hindi literary journal. An entire issue, Punarvas Bastiyon mein Likhi Jati
Sahitya ki Nayi Ibarat ‘New Compositions from the Literature of Resettlement Colonies’
(Akar, vol. 37, No. 3, December 2013-march 2014), was dedicated to these writings.
in his introduction to Akar 37, the editor Priyamvad writes of his meeting with the young
writers of Ankur’s collectives,
“in those two days i spent many hours talking with these ‘writers’ (in the workshop they
were not referred to as ‘children’ or ‘teenagers’). Their focus, eagerness and commitment
amazed me. i had no idea that in the narrow lanes of resettlement colonies some writers
are quietly shaping a new narrative genre…
“When it was time for me to leave, the youngsters assured me they would ﬁnalise their
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drafts and that if they had any problems with their texts they would seek my advice.
Emotion overwhelmed me as i went down the stairs, but i also felt proud of these young
writers and hopeful that their work would somehow be taken forward… By the time i
reached the street i had made up my mind that i wanted to devote an entire issue of Akar
to resettlement colony writings. These young writers must be provided with solid ground
to stand on so that they can emerge from obscurity into the light. The result lies before
you, in the form of this issue.”
Each text in Akar 37 is preceded by an author’s note that brieﬂy describes how writing
practice has inﬂuenced and transformed his or her thinking, habits and daily life. Some
excerpts:
Writing is not just a way for me to empty myself – it is also a way of nurturing what is within
me… When i take up my pen i am able to argue with myself, search my thoughts and
objectively view my own unravelling and weaving… my notebook’s pages seem like a
battlefield or an enclosure where i can immerse in dialogue with myself… i keep working
at it till i come up with something new and my heart experiences a peculiar joy. Then i put
my pen aside and gaze with happiness at my ink-decorated, sweating palm. i am my own
first reader and i revise a lot… i find it a very interesting process to write about my familiar
world because there is so much i am impatient to say about it. At times i stop writing or
get distracted after a couple of hours, and i turn away from all those pages about daily
struggles. But then i find that through writing i have somehow gained the strength to tackle
those difficulties… Tina Negi
All i used to do all day was to roam the locality from end to end, flogging an old tyre ahead
of me with a stick. Everyone called me ‘awara’ (vagabond). But that is no longer the case
now. The same people in the same lanes now use a different word for me – they all address
me and refer to me as ‘reporter’ or ‘writer’. Wherever i go, this echoes in my ears. No one
taunts me as a wastrel any more. Through my six years of writing practice i have gained a
new identity… Aniket Sherajinwal

As noted by author/literary critic vandana Raag in her essay Kuch Parwaaz ki Baatein
Karein (‘Some Remarks on the first flight of Birds’) following the introduction, the serious
content and themes of the texts “are an inextricable part of these young writers’ lives.
They don’t create melodrama from the lived reality that they draw upon; rather, they
continuously work their material from an obvious to a subtle level… if expression requires
it, words from Urdu, hindi, English and regional dialects are mixed equally into the
language. Sentences are poetically composed and the writing often breaks away from
traditional narrative frames. One gets the impression that with literary advice and more
textual manipulation these writings could develop into large and powerful stories. On the
other hand, such further crafting might encroach on their style and originality. These texts
are compelling because of their raw ﬂavour. Their insights, message and vision are not in
the least immature, and their freshness summons the reader… The unique idiom and the
strong emotions underlying it suggest an autobiographical element even while the texts
hold up a sociological mirror. This element, potent in itself, if communicated with integrity
is always convincing. The writing is characterized by reﬁned observation, intuitive use of
realistic detail and depth of awareness… for these young practitioners, all of whom who
aspire to become hindi authors, writing is a means of gaining collective respect and
building self-respect, and is a path to a higher social station.”
“We in the hindi literary world have fallen short in that we are more or less unaware of
such writing,” Priyamvad acknowledges with frankness. “To uphold the resolve and trust
of these young writers in a concrete way is very much our responsibility. Else, will they
suddenly disappear from sight? Will someone, somewhere, in the future have enough
conﬁdence in them to give them the chance to take ﬁrm steps on wider creative terrain?
Will they be welcomed into the literary sphere with open arms…?”
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4.2 Collaboration with Government Schools

Events were held in government schools to launch the magzine ‘Akaar’. The young author
of Ankur received tremendous appreciation in their school from principal, teachers and
students.
Ankur’s dialogues with municipal primary school teachers focused on how to introduce
and more creatively conduct classroom activities, new ways of reading, listening,
interacting, bringing about positive changes in children’s behaviour. The pedagogical
customs and habits ﬁxed by traditional teaching methods obscure children’s creative
potential – it remains unseen, or if seen it is not accepted as a valid way of thinking. in
particular, it is necessary for teachers to have open-ended communication with the
children and develop strategies that organically connect the school context with the
children’s other contexts – family, labour, community, livelihood, etc.
Ankur worked with primary school teachers to develop more creative lesson plans and
incorporate different teaching materials into the lesson plans – apart from being teaching
tools, these enlivened the sessions, drew the children’s attention and helped them to
repractitioner speciﬁcs of the lesson. Students then begin to respond to the teacher as
well as to what was being taught.
facilitators suggested that teachers hold art workshops so that students could create
illustrations for textbook materials – this would help them to learn that material. facilitators
also suggested that teachers should hold regular discussions with children about their
lives, homes and work, and reinforce their experience by writing on the board. This would
allow children to see their own lives reﬂected externally, and help them to connect their
reality to the school experience.
Ankur has initiated a collaboration with primary schools in the Dadri block of gautam
Budh Nagar District, Uttar Pradesh.
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4.3 CollabInstioration with Institutes of Higher Education
DiALOgUE WiTh B.EL.ED, miRANDA hOUSE, (DELhi UNivERSiTy)
Ankur was invited to take the colloquia on ‘Story telling and children’s literature‘ as
resource persons with students of Bachelor of Elementary education at miranda house,
Delhi University. Some of the themes that were taken up– nature of children’s literature,
range and variety of children’s literature, using it a resource in class-room and to facilitate
children’s expressions and imagination.
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DiALOgUE WiTh SOCiAL WORk DEPARTmENT, ADiTi COLLEgE (DELhi UNivERSiTy)
Ankur was invited by the Social Work Department of Aditi College to conduct a dialogue on
Creative methodologies in field Research, with ﬁrst- and second-year students. The
discussion focused on the speciﬁc challenges of conducting social work research in
marginalized settlements. Themes taken up for scrutiny included: Practices of consciously
extending one’s understanding of the ‘ﬁeld’ beyond the parameters of the research project
or assignment, Practices of careful listening that open new points of entry and pathways
through the ﬁeld, Skilful negotiation of discrepancies between one’s expectations and what
one actually encounters in the ﬁeld, Ways to identify and engage with people in the ﬁeld who
could be trustworthy and effective guides, sources and informants. Participants also
discussed the need for researchers to consciously develop self-reﬂexive practices such as
regular rigorous scrutiny of their attitudes and approaches towards the populations they are
studying, and habitual mindfulness with regard to personal behaviour in the ﬁeld.
PRESENTATiON AT SEmiNAR (TATA iNSTiTUTE Of SOCiAL SCiENCES)
Ankur made a presentation on the theme of health migration, at a National Seminar, on
‘migration Poverty and Social Justice’ organized at Tata institute of Social Sciences (TiSS),
mumbai. Ankur’s presentation was in the Thematic Area: ‘Coping and Agency: migrant
experiences in Urban Spaces’. The presentation argued that the break down of primary
health services in rural areas and concentration of health services in urban areas is leading
to an “urbanisation of health”. migration for health purposes is a phenomenon that will
increase. more attention needs to be paid to it. The paper examined narratives of “health
migrants” in Delhi to explore the issue. it illustrated how “migration for health purposes”
is an important though relatively unexplored aspect of distress migration. Often travel for
the purposes of accessing health services is seen as temporary travel and not seen within
the rubric of migration. it is different from the established model of “medical tourism”.
migration for health purposes happens when medical services closer home prove
inadequate to treat the basic ailment. Treatment at the ﬁnal destination is not limited to a
simple procedure. it is not feasible to keep coming back for treatment so the “health
migrants” have to stay for extended periods. Often the entire household has to travel with
the patient. Livelihood becomes an important issue while treatment is being sought. Able
members of the household take up employment at the destination. The concept of
“migration for health purposes” will enable us to understand the needs of health migrants
better as access to a combination of health services, housing and livelihood.
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4.4 Collaborative Research
mARz mAREEz AUR DAWA
Ankur together with Duncan mcDuie-Ra, University of New South Wales, Australia and
Ursual Rao, Leipzig University, germany is engaged in collaborative research on health
encounters of urban marignalised. Each resettlement colony has both government and
private clinics, and local people keep changing where they go for treatment. The role of
these spaces in the lives of residents was documented. The researcher/facilitatiors made
a list of the existent public and private clinics, dispensaries, chemist shops, hospitals,
nursing homes, and spent about 2 hours daily at these places, observing the way they
functioned. Talked to patients, including the chronically ill who had been under various
kinds of treatment for a long time. Some of the important issues that emerged:
-- The ﬁnancial burden of illness
-- Transport options and how sick people reached their place of treatment
-- how does a household become vulnerable when the head of the family suddenly
falls sick?
-- how does a household become disorganized if the woman running it suddenly
falls sick?
Through these conversations people became more conscious about the seriousness of
their health issues and conscious also about their capacity to describe the problems. Area
doctors too were willing to participate and gave their opinions on the issue.
A survey was conducted to ﬁnd people’s perceptions about health and illness
Why and how do people fall ill here? At what point do you consider yourelf ‘ill’?
how do you feel about the city when you are ill and without support? Where do you go to
get treatment?
how does illness make life difﬁcult for you, what problems does it create?
What do you consider to be an ‘illness’?
Are there illnesses that remain hidden in the community?
The research process has led to the making of the document ‘Marz Mareez aur Dawa’
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DELhi LiSTENiNg gROUP
The Delhi Listening group is a unique collaboration with Sydney based Phonebox
Productions, to research sound and listening in urban spaces and how these spaces can
be understood through listening and sound
WATER LAB
Lipika Bansal, from Pollinize and the practitioners of Ankur Collectives conducted research
on the effects of contaminated water and our health. The research was conducted in two
settlements, Sunder Nagri whish is t is old resettlement colony where the municipal
Corporation of Delhi (mCD) has provided the people with piped water supply. The other
settlement is Savda ghevra is a relatively new settlement. in 2006, about 20 settlements
(more than 40.000 people) from Delhi city were relocated to an area between two villages,
Savda and ghevra. When they arrived here, there were no facilities available; no market,
no electricity and no water. The people here are dependent on drinking water from water
tankers.
Collecting Data and field Trips
in both localities, storytelling- and writing as a methodology. They shared their day-to-day
routines, but also described the days, when there is a lack of water. group discussions
were conducted on various water related problems, varying from health problems, waterborne diseases, prevention, purifying water and local solutions. in the following sessions
questions were developed for interviews with local doctors, women and other’s from the
community.
Questions addressed to doctors:
1.

What diseases are caused by water?

2.

Which water related diseases are common here in Sundar Nagri / Savda
Colony?

3.

how many patients visit the doctor with water related diseases?

4.

in which month can we expect water related diseases?

5.

Who are most vulnerable to water related diseases?

6.

how can we clean water and make it potable?

7.

how can we recognise clean water?

8.

how much water does our body require?

9.

how can we treat water related diseases?

10.

Do you give information to patients about water related diseases?

Questions addressed to mothers:
1.

What water do you use, when washing your dishes?

2.

Do you save water in summers? if yes, how?

3.

has there been any illness in your family caused by water?

4.

When you drink water from outside, do you think about it, before you consume it?

5.

What importance does water have in your life?

6.

if dirty water comes from your tap, what do you do to obtain clean water?

7.

is water available at any time of the day from your tap, or is there a time constraint?

8.

Who is responsible at home for ﬁlling water?

9.

Do you re-use or recycle unused water?

After preparing the questions, the team went out into the respective localities and talked
with local doctors, mothers and other community members about water related health
problems. Three teams were formed to conduct the research. After each ﬁeld trip the team
shared our experiences and had a group discussion on the related topics.
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•

One would ask the questions

•

The second would write down the answers and make notes and

•

The third would document the process and make photos

Collecting and Testing water Samples
finally the time had come to collect water samples from the locality from various water
drinking points. Each girl had to bring one to three water samples from their vicinity. in
case piped water, in Sundar Nagri, is contaminated with sewage water, the people are
dependent on other water sources, such as water from the mosque and the temple. We
also tested other sources of water, which are used for drinking, such as water at the
government school, hand-pumped water, water used by the fruit and vegetable vendors
to wash their ware, a public water tap, water at a public toilet, ﬁltered water, bottled water
and boiled water. The same applies to Savda ghevra, in case the water tanker doesn't
come for a few days, people become dependent on other sources of drinking water.
The Results
The practitioners were curious to see the results, but also afraid to learn about the results:
"What if the water is contaminated?" "What would be our alternative?" The Ph value has
to be between 6-8. The water samples from the school, hand-pump and public toilet were
not potable. it is clear that boiled water is the safest and cleanest to drink. We also tested
whether the water was contaminated with the E.coli bacteria. The water from the school
and public toilet were both contaminated. in the ﬁnal phase we conducted design
sessions with the teens.

in both areas participatory research methodologies were used. These collaborative
research processes and active hands-on involvements create awareness amongst the
participants. They learn how to conduct research, interview people, document, interpret
the data, discuss in groups and take a critical stance regarding their neighbourhood /
environment, leading to self-awareness and an increased self-conﬁdence.
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4.5 Collaboration with Other Initiatives
ExChANgE WiTh RURAL EDUCATORS
Ankur conducted a dialogue with Pradan, a group of 15 activists from Bihar, Jharkhand
and madhya Pradesh working with rural communities, who were keen to discuss issues
relating to education. A question raised was how to develop strategies to create interest
in learning among rural youngsters, especially girls. They also inquired about:
-- Ankur’s perspective on education and deﬁnition of ‘alternative’ pedagogy
-- The nature of Ankur’s collaboration with government schools
-- Creative strategies for teaching children about gender issues
-- The creative forms and texts generated through Ankur’s methodology
-- Ways to utilize creative forms and texts as a resource in rural literacy projects
-- how the rural community could be encouraged to participate in children’s
education
The activists also inquired about the possibility of collaborating with Ankur’s.

WORkShOP AT RURAL fAiR, TiLONiA
Ankur team held a two-day workshop with 25 boys and girls from villages in Tilonia,
kishangarh district, Rajasthan. The children were among those from 20 villages who had
come to attend a large local mela organised jointly by the SWRC Barefoot College and
the Organisation for Early Literacy Promotion (OELP), taking part in the singing, dancing
and entertainment as well as interacting with educators from outside the region.
The workshop was held under a neem tree. Ankur was assigned one corner of a large
tent shared with facilitators of other projects. The children, seated on a dari, were very
eager to learn. Day 1 featured listening practices linked with storytelling. The children
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were asked to narrate to each other stories they had heard from their grandparents, and
describe the experience of being listeners. Since many children used the local dialect, a
boy who had spent time in Delhi helped to translate into hindi. Some stories were retellings of mythology, others were about travels, the village, desert wilderness, school,
water (perhaps the most precious commodity in arid Rajasthan). At the end of the session
the children danced enthusiastically to a folk song rendered by a local singer.
Day 2 featured writing practices. The children were asked to refer to the stories narrated
the previous day or think of fresh stories, write them out and illustrate them on chart paper.
The children created a display, decorating the walls of their school with their drawings:
the story of a potter, a map giving directions from the village to the mela, a sketch of the
school gong that was hanging from the branch of a tree, along with thin skeins of paper
listing different things brought together through free-association, etc. The display caught
the attention of local people and they praised the children’s efforts; a photographer took
pictures of the display. Ankur was invited to return and do further similar creative work
with the children from nearby villages.
C ONfERENCE PRESENTATiON, PALAmPUR
A team from Ankur participated and presented in a three-week conference-cum-workshop
on Radical Ecological Democracy in Palampur (himachal Pradesh). it was an opportunity
to present organizational concepts, methodologies and project descriptions of Ankur’s work.
The primary critical debate at the conference centred on the relationship between the
environment and the circumstances that compel society to exploit natural resources in
fundamentally untenable ways. We have accepted that we need a particular kind of
‘development’, and measure our apparent ‘progress’ through the extent that this
‘development’ is actualized. however, in the process we have alienated ourselves from
nature, of which we are inherently a part, and now view it only as a source and instrument
to be indiscriminately utilized to fulﬁl our own needs. The outcome of such proﬂigacy is
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irreversible environmental destruction and suffering caused by climate change, increased
frequency and intensity of natural disasters, drought, land turning barren, water turning
toxic, famine-driven migrations and other kinds of upheavals, etc. Our lifestyle based on
uncontrolled consumption urgently needs to be altered, reshaped into one that respects
nature and follows a new way of thinking or “ecosophy”, aligned with the natural order.
Other themes included “Place of Self”, “Clothing Ourselves” (the relationship of textile
history to colonialism and modern consumer culture), “marriage, family and the Social
Order”, “modern Architecture, Living Spaces and Landscape” and “Alternative
Pedagogies”.
The Ankur team made a detailed presentation, describing how its methods of experimental
pedagogy were based on acknowledging, valuing and prioritizing the innate creativity of
young learners. Alternative models of education opened up fresh cognitive terrain,
catalysed new perspectives, imparted new skills, etc. The audience participated in group
work and writing exercises that mirrored the conceptual foundations of Ankur’s work in
the ﬁeld. This kind of self-expression was a new and enjoyable experience for participants.
The Ankur team beneﬁted greatly from interacting with others involved in pedagogical
projects, and hearing about the approaches and strategies best suited to varied contexts
and communities. for instance, someone working with Adivasis discussed how concerns
particular to that demographic – water, forest, land, tribal custom, etc. – were placed at
the core of the educational interventions. This is an example of a learning “ecology”, the
conceptual prism through which a range of views and ideas were diffracted in daily
conference workshops. The team’s understanding of the matrix of urban ecology that
generates the meta-ecologies of home-based production involving child labour was
enhanced through this dialogue with other initiatives also seeking to adapt creative
pedagogical practice to a world of rapidly escalating environmental, psychological,
economic, social and technological change.
R ESOURCE SUPPORT TO ANUBhUTi SEWA SAmiTi, U.P.
Ankur has been providing resource inputs to Anubhuti, an NgO working in Patiali block
of Eta district of Uttar Pradesh state for its program with young people in rural areas with
muslim population.
viSiTORS TO LOCALiTy ARChivE
interaction and discussion with visitors continued at the locality archive at Sawda ghevra,
including a german researcher keen to map the history of the colony. Three residents of
Chennai’s ﬁrst resettlement colony, along with the head of its RWA, visited the archive
and shared their own experiences. Professor Alan Wright and Jocelyn, a student, from
the Social Work Department of Tulane University in the US visited the archive through the
ymCA, to learn about Sawda ghevra’s founding and ongoing transformation. A german
group on a study tour and a korean group sponsored by Samsung visited the archive and
had discussions with practitioners of the community about the experience of ‘settling’ the
area. A team from magic Bus, an NgO that works with underprivileged children, visited
the archive and looked at materials. They were particularly interested in Ankur’s creative
interventions and the way children’s daily routine affected their studies and their play, and
in the idea of trying to model some of their own work on Ankur’s pedagogical strategies.
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DUTChCULTURE - fEmkE vAN WOERDEN
Ankur was invited by Dutch Culture, Netherlands for a visit. The Program Coordinator as
part of the visit, held meetings with many groups and individuals and possible
collaborative projects were discussed. These include the following:
imagine iC: it focuses on one major theme every year and works with the migrant
community of Amsterdam, using their stories in interactive, multimedia exhibitions.
furthermore they have built a huge online archive in collaboration with the institute
of vision & sound. it would be interesting to learn from imagineiC how they have
been developing their online archive.
NEmO: NEmO is using miT’s curriculum on engineering and developing it for the
European context. The curriculum has especially been developed for children from
the primary school. Each project starts with a short story from a child´s point of
view from a particular part of the world, facing a particular (environmental) problem.
following the problem, a (practical) solution is proposed, which children can
develop hands-on. They use the design cycle methodology.
Tropen museum: marielle Pals, head of Exhibitions and Presentations at the
Tropenmuseum (as well as) Tropen Junior, gave a brief introduction. Each exhibition
consists of the following formula, in which objects, stories and activities are
interconnected with each other.
Butterﬂy Works: Butterﬂy Works has done projects, where children from other
countries write their own books, so that children here can get an understanding
about the lives of children from other countries / cultures. however it proved
difﬁcult to get funding for this project, as the funders didn’t understand the beneﬁt
for the children from the respective countries Another project where they cocreated books using Dick Bruna’s methodology of learning. They translated this
methodology for the Pakistani context and created with children there, the cheeky
monkey called Ladoo.
fabLab Amersfoort: fabLab Amersfoort has identiﬁed some basic set of skills one
should have in order to operate in contemporary societies: Read and write One
foreign language Learn to search Critical thinking Reﬂective practices Use local
knowledge Learn how to share Open source. One idea to know what kind of lab
is suitable for Ankur is by beginning with an exhibition, so that the community can
decide whether they are interested in a more artistic lab or a scientiﬁc lab. is it
going to be lab for production or one for tinkering? it would also be interesting for
both parties to explore how to set up a sustainable fabLab in which we develop
various instruments with which citizens can sense various environmental
‘problems’, such water, food, air, noise etc.
Cinekid: Cinekid has various programmes, such as the Cinekid festival, 5-day
industry programme aimed at (international) professionals working within the ﬁeld
of children’s media, an education / media literacy programme, various projects
and conducting research on children and media.
it is clear that the Netherlands is very tech savvy; many organizations use technology for
learning purposes. Whereas it is interesting to hear about all the innovations in the
educational system, it could be useful to give emphasize on the basics: narration, listening
and its contents.
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4.6 Collaboration with Networks
CAmPAigN fOR ChiLDREN’S SAfETy
Children’s safety is a key concern is Ankur’s work. As part of the Delhi Child Rights group,
in response to Delhi’s rising rate of child abuse Ankur conducted a community signaturecollection campaign: The Safety of Children is a Collective Responsibility. Our effort was to
increase community awareness of the extent to which public spaces and urban contexts
can be a perennial concrete threat for children, who are vulnerable to all forms of aggression
and abuse. A pamphlet was distributed in the locality by young practitioners who
documented the responses of parents to the question of children’s safety, and collected
signatures as community pledges to work towards ensuring a safe and healthy environment.
The issue of safety was discussed with community members of all ages. many parents said
they were afraid to let their daughters leave the house since violence against women and
girls seemed to be increasing by the day. information about children’s legal rights and a
helpline number dedicated to protecting children was disseminated in the community.
People were impressed by the children’s commitment to generating public opinion and
support for the cause, especially as children were themselves most vulnerable, yet
seemed to be highly sensitized to serious social issues and keen to do outreach in order
to spread awareness. Through drawing the community into their efforts, the children
created a space for dialogue and exchange of perspectives, enabled people to give frank
opinions, learn about each other’s struggles, and beneﬁt emotionally from the catharsis
of disclosure. Documentation of community responses helped the children to structure
informal narratives produced from sociological situations on the ground, i.e., trained them
to look outside the normal discursive framework of school texts or library books.
The documentary Chuppi Todo (‘Break the Silence’) about child sexual abuse and its
prevention was screened for teenage girls and young women. in the discussion following the
ﬁlm, many in the audience acknowledged this was a severe social problem and shared their
personal opinions and experiences in relation to sexual abuse. They said there should be
more dialogue with parents and families, and that along with greater awareness of this crime,
the practice of empathetic listening could also be an effective way of enabling victims to heal.
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